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ABSTRACT
This dissertation develops methods to create power system equivalents that
preserve thermal line limits. Existing equivalent methods do not retain ther-
mal limits of equivalent lines, which may result in the transfer capability
of the equivalent case differing significantly from that of the original case.
Hence, power system equivalents have not been used for studies regarding
line limits such as optimal power flow, security constrained optimal power
flow, etc. However, recently there has been a need to create limit-preserving
equivalents (LPEs) for studying power markets and environmental issues.
Therefore, the goal of this research has been to assign meaningful values to
equivalent line limits instead of a zero or infinity, which have been used in the
industry. Three methods are presented to develop LPEs based on total trans-
fer capability and available transfer capability. They are able to determine if
a single bus or group of buses to be equivalenced has an exact solution. If it
has an exact solution, equivalent line limits are assigned with little computa-
tion. In case of non-exact solution, three algorithms are capable of providing
under-, best, and overestimates of equivalent line limits which can be used for
different applications. Each algorithm has distinctive advantages and disad-
vantages and they are described in detail. All three algorithms are applied to
various cases and the results are compared to show the differences. With the
development of these methods, the use of equivalents will increase in various
studies of power systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
An equivalent power system is a model system with fewer components than
the corresponding full system. The purpose of making an equivalent system
is basically to have higher computational efficiency in simulations without
excessively sacrificing the fidelity of the simulation results of the original sys-
tem. The idea of equivalencing large power systems was developed decades
ago to reduce the computational burden to the computers of that time. Even
though much faster computers are available these days, extensively intercon-
nected power systems and much more detailed power system components
may still complicate the analysis of power systems. The necessity for equiv-
alencing techniques only becomes greater as the size of power systems and
the degree of their interconnectivity increase with time. Often, an entire
system model is difficult to develop when multiple companies govern sepa-
rate areas and do not share the data due to their confidentiality. In order to
study a model system with several tie lines to other systems under various
operating conditions, it is still useful to represent the adjoining system with
an equivalent system. For practicality, most of power system models have
approximated areas for their boundaries.
The first equivalencing technique was introduced by Ward in the 1940s
and is still widely used in the industry [1]. The Ward equivalencing method
is based on the Gaussian elimination on the admittance bus (Y-bus) matrix,
which is referred as Kron reduction [2]. After that, several other methods
were developed based on the Ward method. One of them is a well-known
classic equivalencing method—the radial, equivalent and independent (REI)
equivalents—which represents a group of external buses with a representa-
tive fictitious bus with lossless network [3]. All the generators and loads in
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the external buses are moved to a representative bus in each group. This
gives a physical meaning to the aggregated value of power injections in the
group while that in the Ward equivalent is lost in fractions at boundary
buses. Therefore, the REI equivalent has been used for system planning and
scheduling purposes [4–6]. This method also uses the same three-subsystem
structure as the Ward equivalent and loses the information of the original
system. Also, extended Ward type methods were introduced for various pur-
poses to improve the basic Ward equivalencing [4, 7–10].
There are other approaches developed relatively recently for creating steady
sate equivalents that capture different attributes of the original system such
as power flows [11,12], flow patterns [13], flow limits [14], power transfer dis-
tribution factors (PTDFs) [15], network topology [16] and locational marginal
prices (LMPs) [17]. However, little interest has been expressed on how to
preserve thermal line limits during the process of equivalents. Recently, stud-
ies on system planning and gas regulation show the need for equivalent line
limits [18–23].
Line limits are a fundamental part of the formulation for power flow prob-
lems, OPF studies and security-constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF)
problems for electric power systems [24,25]. While solving such problems for
large-scale networks, it is common practice to use equivalent networks derived
from detailed models to reduce the computational burden. Kron reduction
is a widely used method for power system network reduction, which is based
on successive bus elimination [2]. Although Kron reduction is capable of
calculating the line admittance values for equivalent lines, the information
about those line limits is lost in the equivalent network.
As aforementioned, equivalent lines have no associated line limit. This is
because line limits are not redistributed in the way equivalent line parame-
ters are calculated. Also, it is known that for large systems, it would not be
always possible to assign limits to equivalent lines that exactly match those
of the original system for all operating points, which is the challenge of this
research. The typical value for equivalent line limits in commercial softwares
is zero which means infinity. This means that equivalent lines can carry any
amount of power which is not correct from a practical point of view. Be-
cause line limits are one of constraints for the loadability of a network, they
play a critical role in many power system analyses such as optimal power
flow, economic study and system transfer capability assessment. Therefore,
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this dissertation focuses on assigning a meaningful non-zero value on equiv-
alent line limits. The LPE algorithms presented here are based on power
transfer distribution factor (PTDF) and are capable of translating limits of
physical lines in a full-scale model to limits of equivalent lines in a reduced-
node model. This will make equivalent networks an attractive option for
carrying out studies on a full-scale network, such as system capacity assess-
ments, total transfer capability calculations, operational reliability (security)
analyses [25], economic analyses and load-pocket identification [26,27].
This dissertation is organized as follows. The rest of Chapter 1 talks about
the basic concept of a conventional way of reducing networks and transfer
capabilities of power systems. Three main LPE algorithms are presented
in the following chapters. Chapter 2 talks about the criterion of assigning
limits to equivalent lines, which applies for all three algorithms, and a Max-
Hungarian method which becomes the base of the other two algorithms. In
Chapter 3, Quadratic program is introduced which is more accurate in terms
of meeting the criterion of assigning limits. Chapter 4 describes a top-down
approach which is more focused on creating an equivalent of large scale power
systems. All three algorithms are applied to various power systems and their
results are compared. Also, computational aspects of the three algorithms are
discussed in each chapter. Chapter 5 offers conclusions and outlines future
work.
1.2 Conventional Network Reduction
Conventional static equivalencing methods, so-called Ward-type equivalents,
divide the original system into three subsystems: the internal system, the
external system, and the boundary buses that connect the internal and the
external systems as shown in Figure 1.1.
The internal system is the area of interest and will remain intact, and the
external system is the area to be eliminated during the equivalencing process.
Defining the internal system and the external system is totally dependent on
the application. The external system is approximated with an equivalent
system which includes equivalent injections and equivalent lines at boundary
buses. The equivalent injections are added at the boundary buses to keep the
same amount of active power flows on the lines between boundary buses and
3
Internal
system
External
system
Boundary
buses
Internal
system
Boundary
buses
Figure 1.1: Conventional equivalencing approach
the internal system as the original system. The fictitious equivalent lines are
created between the boundary buses (dashed lines in Figure 1.1) and these
lines correspond to the fill-ins that occur in the Y-bus matrix in the process
of the Kron reduction [2].
In a matrix form for the whole network, the system nodal equation can be
labeled with two subgroups: the internal system with a subscript S and the
external system with a subscript E.
I = Y V (1.1)
[
IE
IS
]
=
[
YEE YES
YSE YSS
][
VE
VS
]
(1.2)
IE can be solved for VE and if VE goes into IS, (1.2) becomes
(
IS − YSEY −1EEIE
)
=
(
YSS − YSEY −1EEYES
)
VS (1.3)
Equation (1.3) is the new nodal equation in the reduced system where all
the external buses are equivalenced.
IeqS = Y
eq
SSVS (1.4)
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The term in the bracket on the right-hand side is the new admittance
matrix in the reduced system.
Y eqS =
(
YSS − YSEY −1EEYES
)
(1.5)
The boundary buses, which connect the study system and the external
system, belong to the study system; thus they still exist in the equivalent
system. The new admittance matrix in (1.5) is updated as one external bus
is eliminated at a time with partial factorization since it is more efficient
than inverting an admittance matrix.
Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of network reduction with bus k as an
external bus.
i
j k
i
j
ijyijy
iky
jky
ijy
~
Figure 1.2: An example of network reduction
When eliminating bus k in the original system, the new admittance be-
tween two buses i and j in the reduced system can be obtained as follows:
y′ij = yij + y˜ij = yij −
yikykj
ykk
(1.6)
As each external bus is removed during the equivalencing process, equiv-
alent lines are added joining each of its first neighbors and these equivalent
lines do not have associated thermal limits. Hence, they are typically as-
sumed to have an infinite capacity (usually indicated by a zero limit in soft-
wares). In (1.6), the first term on the right-hand side is the admittance of
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any existing line, which may be zero if there is no line between i and j, and
the second term is for the newly created equivalent line. Clearly, if either yik
or yjk is zero, then the fractional term y˜ij in (1.6) also becomes zero, in which
case the corresponding line limit stays unchanged as F˜ij = Fij. Otherwise,
if y˜ij has indeed changed as given by (1.6), it is identical to adding another
parallel line that connects buses i and j as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
1.3 Transfer Capability of Power Systems
Since line limits are one of the important constraints in determining trans-
fer capability of a power system, it is imperative to address the concept of
transfer capability. Also, transfer capability will be playing a key role in de-
termining equivalent line limits in the proposed methods in this dissertation.
Transfer capability of a power system is the ability of the system to transfer
power through the system network in a reliable way [28–30]. When calculat-
ing transfer capability of a power system, typically a few constraints are con-
sidered: voltage limits, angular stability limits, thermal limits, and pre- and
post-contingency conditions. The transfer capability between two areas in an
interconnected system is determined as a transfer at which one of the above
limits is reached. Here, thermal limits include the ratings of a conductor or
electrical facility such as transmission lines, transformers (which is modelled
as a branch), generators, etc. However, the binding constraint would be not
only in the two areas or the transmission paths between them, but also in a
different area other than the two areas of interest. Transfer capability is gen-
erally represented in megawatts (MW). One of the characteristics of transfer
capability is that it is dependent on direction. As generation, transmission
and demand in area A and B will likely be asymmetrical, transfer capability
from area A to area B can be different from that from area B to area A.
Also, transfer capabilities between areas are determined with respect to a
specific system condition such as generation dispatches, customer demand
levels and network topologies. Therefore, the transfer capabilities should be
predetermined if there is a change in system operating conditions.
There are two types of transfer capability: total transfer capability (TTC)
and available transfer capability (ATC) as illustrated in Figure 1.3. TTC
is the amount of power that can be transferred over an unloaded system
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while satisfying pre-specified system condition. Without existing transmis-
sion commitment (ETC), TTC reduces to uncommitted transfer capability.
Two margins—capacity benefit margin (CBM) and transmission reliability
margin (TRM)—are to ensure reliable transmission and are given as a cer-
tain percentage of TTC. Without these margins and the existing transmission
commitment, TTC becomes ATC, and this is the amount of additional power
that can be transferred through a loaded system.
Existing Transmission Commitment
P
ow
er
 (
M
V
A
) Capacity Benefit Margin
Transmission Reliability Margin
TTC
Available Transfer Capability
Uncommitted 
Transfer 
Capability
Figure 1.3: TTC and ATC
ATC = TTC − ETC − CBM − TRM (1.7)
In this dissertation, a few assumptions will be made on transfer capability.
First, the difference between TTC from area A to B and that from area B to
A would be small enough to be ignored. Thus, the TTC will be independent
of direction. ATC, however, will still be direction dependent throughout
the dissertation. This will be elaborated later in Chapter 2. Second, both
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margins, CBM and TRM, will also be ignored for simplicity as they would
take up a very small portion of transfer capability (generally a few percentage
points of TTC).
Calculation of both TTC and ATC in this dissertation utilizes PTDF val-
ues. There are two common approaches to calculate PTDFs: the linearized
ac method that includes losses in the calculation, and the lossless dc method
that does not [31]. In this dissertation, the lossless dc method is used to
calculate PTDFs due to its simplicity and computational advantages. One
of the characteristics of PTDF to note is that PTDFs on the retained lines in
the reduced system are not affected by equivalencing. This is because PTDFs
are based on the line parameters, and the ratio of parameters of a retained
line to the rest of the system does not change by equivalencing according to
the Kron reduction.
1.3.1 Calculation of TTC
To calculate the TTC, PTDF is introduced to linearly approximate the im-
pact of power flowing on any line with respect to the power transfer of
transaction w. Since TTC is assumed to be independent of direction as
aforementioned, PTDF of line l for transaction w, φwl , is also assumed to be
independent of direction when calculating TTC, which means that PTDF
will only have positive values.
0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 (1.8)
Total transfer capability for transaction w that obeys the limit of line l is
upper bounded as follows:
Pwl =
Fl
φwl
(1.9)
Thus, TTC for transaction w considering all the lines of interest l ∈ L in
the system is the minimum of those upper bounds as
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Pw = min
l∈L
{Pwl } (1.10)
In most equivalencing methods, generation and load in the external system
would be moved to internal buses, but relocating those bus injections is
not covered as the system will be unloaded when using TTCs. For loaded
systems, therefore, ATC will be used to deal with the movement of bus
injections.
1.3.2 Calculation of ATC
In calculating ATC, direction of transaction plays an important role as dif-
ferent calculations should be used with respect to the sign of PTDF values.
Therefore, the source and the sink of transactions should be specified. Here,
transaction w = (u, v) or w(u,v) means that power flows from a source bus u
to a sink bus v. Also, PTDFs in ATC calculation will have their full range
unlike those in TTC calculations as
−1 ≤ φ ≤ 1 (1.11)
Based on (1.9), ATC of line l can be calculated with PTDF for transaction
w, φwl , existing line flow Ml, and line limits Fl.
Twl =

Fl−Ml
φwl
if φwl > 0
∞ if φwl = 0
−Fl−Ml
φwl
if φwl < 0
(1.12)
Thus, the ATC for transaction w for all the lines of interest l ∈ L in the
system is the minimum of these values.
Tw = min
l∈L
{Twl } (1.13)
The linearized ac method for PTDF that includes losses can be used for
9
higher accuracy especially for ATC calculation, but the lossless DC method
is still used for simplicity and faster computations.
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CHAPTER 2
MAX-HUNGARIAN METHOD
2.1 Criterion for Assigning Line Limits
As aforementioned in Section 1.3, line limits are one of the constraints in
determining transfer capability of a transmission network. Therefore, it is
desirable for the criterion to be matching transfer capability between the full
system and the reduced system. More specifically, the bus-to-bus TTC or
ATC of the full system will be retained as much as possible by assigning limit
values to equivalent lines. All three algorithms proposed in this dissertation
will be based on both TTC and ATC. TTC and ATC have their own advan-
tages and disadvantages. TTC is determined solely by network configuration
and line parameters without any impact from bus injections. Also, TTC is
assumed to be directional independent in this dissertation. Therefore, using
TTC will get rid of operating point dependency in algorithms which are more
desirable in some aspects. However, some equivalencing methods move large
generators and loads from external buses to internal buses. In this case, as
bus injections and ETCs are ignored when using TTC, those ignored fac-
tors can cause a significant discrepancy in the simulation fidelity. Therefore,
using ATC is better in some cases. In this case, it is inevitable that the re-
sultant equivalent line limits have operating point dependency. This means
for new system operating conditions, equivalent line limits may have to be
recalculated.
Whichever transfer capability is used in the proposed algorithms, the cri-
terion of LPE algorithms is to match transfer capability between the first
neighbor buses of the external area in the reduced system to those of the
same buses in the full system. It should be noted that only the eliminated
lines are considered in calculating transfer capability of the full system as lim-
its of retained lines stay unchanged during the equivalencing process. Since
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only bus-to-bus transfers are concerned, contingencies are not considered in
the calculation of TTC or ATC. This criterion is applied for all three algo-
rithms proposed in this dissertation.
2.2 Trivial Cases
This section focuses on how to calculate line limits when series and parallel
line are combined. This not only gives a simple illustration of the general
algorithm, but also becomes useful as a preprocessing for assigning equivalent
line limits.
2.2.1 Series combination
Consider L lines in series between bus a and b, Ls = {l|1, 2, ..., L}, and
each line has its own admittance and limit as shown in Figure 2.1. All the
buses between bus a and b are equivalenced and all the series lines in Ls are
combined to a single line with admittance y˜(a,b) and limit F˜(a,b).
a b
a
1y 2y Ly
( , )a by
( , )a bF
b
1F 2F LF
Figure 2.1: Limit calculation for series line combination
The limit of the equivalent line for multiple series lines must be the min-
imum of the series line limits as it will be the bounding constraint for the
equivalent line. This is because the equivalent line limit should represent the
maximum power that can flow on the original series lines without violating
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the limits. Thus, the new equivalent line limit for the series lines can be
obtained as
F˜(a,b) = min
l∈Ls
{Fl} (2.1)
2.2.2 Parallel combination
Consider a set of L lines in parallel between bus a and b, Lp = {l|1, 2, ..., L},
and each line has its own admittance and limit as shown in Figure 2.2. All
the parallel lines in Lp are combined to a single line.
a
b b
a
1y 2y Ly ( , )a by
( , )a bF1F 2F LF
Figure 2.2: Limit calculation for parallel line combination
The new limit of the combined line is calculated by determining which line
in the original parallel lines is binding.
F˜(a,b) = min
l∈Lp
{Fl × y˜(a,b)
yl
} (2.2)
Equivalencing methods may create a lot of parallel lines as a consequence
especially for large systems. The combination of parallel lines and the calcu-
lation of its parameter and its limit are a crucial building block in the series
of bus elimination. This will allow one to consider parallel configurations of
lines between buses as one single line. Therefore, for illustrating the algo-
rithm for a general step of single bus elimination, it is sufficient to consider a
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single line between any two buses. This can be thought of as a pre-processing
procedure and results in a faster algorithm.
2.3 Main Algorithm
The goal in preserving line limits is to match the transfer capabilities between
any of the first neighbor buses of external buses in the reduced system and
the same buses in the full system. In the process of equivalencing, external
buses are eliminated one at a time for computational advantage as mentioned
in Section 1.2 and for each external bus elimination, limits are assigned to
equivalent lines created between the first neighbor buses. The overall flow of
the algorithm is described below. As each external bus is equivalenced,
1. Combine limits of parallel lines to be eliminated along the external bus.
2. Calculate PTDFs between the first neighbor buses of the bus to be
eliminated.
3. Calculate transfer capability between the first neighbor buses, only
considering the lines that are eliminated.
4. Determine limits for equivalent lines so the transfer capabilities in the
reduced system match those in the original system.
5. In case of non-exact solution case, determine over- and underestimates.
Selection of a set of external buses could vary with different applications of
equivalents. However, the order of bus elimination might have a great impact
on the results of the algorithm since the computational expense depends
on the number of first neighbor buses of the external system, which can be
greatly reduced by applying Tinney Scheme 2 [32–34]. This scheme calculates
the number of first neighbor buses of each external bus at each iteration and
chooses the next bus with the fewest first neighbors to be eliminated.
To explain the algorithm in detail, consider a B-bus system. In the process
of equivalencing bus k, assume L lines are eliminated from the full system
and L equivalent lines are introduced in the reduced B−1 system. The set of
first neighbor buses of k, S, consists of the transactions of interest, w ∈ W .
Let e denote the number of equivalent lines; then e = |L˜| = W = (S
2
)
.
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The objective is to find the limits for the equivalent lines so that transfer
capabilities for every pair of the first neighbor buses in the reduced system
equal those in the full system, but only considering the eliminated L lines
when calculating the transfer capability of the full system.
After that, parallel lines between any two first neighbor buses should be
combined to a single line with a new line limit obtained by (2.2). Now,
PTDFs on the lines to be eliminated are calculated for transactions made of
all the bus pairs of the first neighbor buses. With the PTDFs and the given
line limits of the full system, TTC or ATC of the eliminated buses in the full
system can be obtained with (1.10) or (1.13), respectively. Kron reduction
is now applied to eliminate bus k. With the new network connectivity and
line admittances from the Kron reduction, the TTC or ATC calculations for
all pairs of the first neighbor buses in the reduced system can be formulated.
Since the procedure after this is different between the method with TTC and
one with ATC, it will be described separately.
2.3.1 Algorithm with TTC
Exact solution case
Figure 2.3 shows a 4-bus system where bus 1 in the full system on the left
is equivalenced creating a 3-bus system on the right. Lines have limits in
MVA and reactances in p.u. The PTDFs are in percentage with bus 2 as
a source and bus 3 as a sink for both systems. By removing bus 1, three
equivalent lines are added between the first neighbor buses of bus 1. As
mentioned above, the PTDFs on the retained lines from the full system
remain unchanged in the reduced system.
First of all, three sets are identified:
1. Set of lines that are eliminated L = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4)}
2. Set of equivalent lines that are created L˜ = {(2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}
3. Set of transactions of interest W = {(2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}
Since most of the equivalencing methods use Kron reduction when equiva-
lencing external buses, the network reduction creates equivalent lines between
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every pair of boundary buses. Therefore, the set of transactions of interest
will be the same as the set of equivalent lines unless a subset of those lines
are selected to be ignored or dropped for computational benefits.
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Figure 2.3: 4-bus case with bus 1 equivalenced on the right
TTC for the transactions of interest can be calculated by (1.10) and they
are presented in Table 2.1. Here, the lines of interest, l ∈ L, are those
eliminated from the full system. TTC of the retained lines is not of interest
as they keep their data such as line limits, admittances, PTDF values, and
line flows in the reduced system as shown in Figure 2.3. As aforementioned,
TTC is independent of direction as bus injections are not considered. This
may lead to different TTC values depending on the direction of power flows.
However, such differences are assumed negligible.
Table 2.1: TTCs between boundary buses in 4-bus case for exact solution
w Binding line Pw (MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 217.0
(2,4) (1,4) 171.7
(3,4) (1,4) 144.9
Once the network is reduced by Kron reduction, post-reduction PTDFs,
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φ˜wl , are available and TTC calculation for the same transactions in the re-
duced system can also be formulated based on (1.10).
P˜wl = min
l∈L˜
{ F˜l
φ˜wl
} (2.3)
Here, equivalent line limits F˜l are unknown and will be calculated. TTCs
in the reduced system P˜l are also unknown and it is ideal to be the same as
those in the full system.
min
l∈L˜
{ F˜l
φ˜wl
} = Pw (2.4)
This can be expanded for the 4-bus case as
min{ F˜(2,3)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(3,4)
} = P (2,3)
min{ F˜(2,3)
φ˜
(2,4)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
φ˜
(2,4)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
φ˜
(2,4)
(3,4)
} = P (2,4)
min{ F˜(2,3)
φ˜
(3,4)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
φ˜
(3,4)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
φ˜
(3,4)
(3,4)
} = P (3,4)
(2.5)
By multiplying each PTDF term for both sides in (2.5), inequality con-
straints for the equivalent lines limits can be obtained as a product of the
TTC for a transaction from the full system and the PTDF for the same
transaction from the reduced system as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Inequality constraints for equivalent line limits with TTC
F˜(2,3) ≥ F˜(2,4) ≥ F˜(3,4) ≥
w(2,3) ψ
(2,3)
(2,3) ψ
(2,3)
(2,4) ψ
(2,3)
(3,4)
w(2,4) ψ
(2,3)
(2,3) ψ
(2,4)
(2,4) ψ
(2,4)
(3,4)
w(3,4) ψ
(2,3)
(2,3) ψ
(3,4)
(2,4) ψ
(3,4)
(3,4)
Here, ψ for transaction w on line l is defined as a product of PTDF for
transaction w on line l from the reduced system and TTC for transaction w
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from the full system as
ψwl = φ˜
w
l × Pw (2.6)
The entries in Table 2.2 give the minimum limit needed to allow for the
original TTCs. All the entries in each column have to be smaller than or
equal to the corresponding equivalent line limit. Also, one entry for each
row has to have an equality constraint so that the TTC for that transaction
can be determined. Often, the solutions are trivial such that just choosing
the maximum value in each column could give the exact solutions. If each
column and each row has one solution, then those sets of solutions are the
exact equivalent line limits since they satisfy all the inequality and equality
constraints. Therefore, the criterion for exact solution is defined as follows.
Criterion for exact solution: The maximum entry in each column be-
longs to a different row.
An inequality constraints matrix can be obtained for equivalent line limits
in the reduced 3-bus system as shown in (2.7).
Ψ =
50.8 4.8 29.95.2 41.4 31.5
29.9 31.5 28.5
 (2.7)
In this case, selecting the maximum value in each column satisfies all of the
inequality constraints for each line limit and also enforces all the transactions,
thus producing the exact solutions. Figure 2.4 shows the reduced 3-bus
system with the limits assigned to the equivalent lines. TTC of 217 MW for
the transaction between bus 2 and 3 causes the equivalent line between bus
2 and 3 to be 100% loading, validating the algorithm.
Non-exact solution case
Exact solutions may not exist in some cases since it would not always be
possible to assign limits to equivalent lines that fit all operating points. This
is because equivalent line limits are not calculated the way equivalent line ad-
mittances are calculated by Kron reduction during the equivalencing process.
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Figure 2.4: Reduced 3-bus system with equivalent line limits assigned for
validation
In this case, solutions can be bound with lower and upper limits. Consider
that the limit on line (1,4) in the original 4-bus system is reduced from 60
MVA to 20 MVA to create a non-exact solution case. The reduced line
limit, F(1,4), results in reduced TTCs as shown in Table 2.3 and inequality
constraints for equivalent lines are calculated accordingly in (2.8).
Table 2.3: TTCs of 4-bus system with F(1,4) reduced to 20 MVA for
non-exact solution
w Binding line Pw (MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 217.0
(2,4) (1,4) 57.2
(3,4) (1,4) 48.3
Ψ|F(1,4)=20MVA =
50.8 5.2 19.11.6 13.8 6.2
9.9 10.5 9.5
 (2.8)
In this case, taking the maximum value in each column does not satisfy
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the equality constraint for w(3,4). The allowable power flow for transaction
w(3,4) is overestimated since no entry in its row is enforced. This sets an
upper bound for the equivalent line limits.
Furthermore, it is possible to have a lower bound by ensuring that the
flow in every transaction is equal to or less than the TTCs in the full system.
However, some of the inequality constraints would be in violation, so these
limits underestimate the TTC in some transactions. Here, lower limits are
motivated by defining a limit violation cost (LVC) for each entry in the
matrix, which is the sum of violations for all entries in the column as
Λ =
∑
wp∈W
[
max
wq∈W
{0, Pwq × φ˜wql − Pwp × φ˜wpl }
]
(2.9)
The LVC matrix for the inequality constraints can be obtained using (2.9)
as shown in (2.10). For the first column, the entry for w(2,3) is zero because
it involves no limit violation as it is the maximum in the column. However,
the entry for w(2,4) is related with the other two transactions in the column;
thus, its LVC is calculated as (50.7 - 1.6) + (9.9 - 1.6) = 57.4 and the third
entry becomes 50.7 - 9.9 = 40.8. Therefore, each entry is the sum of the
differences between itself and larger entries in the column.
Λ =
0.0 13.9 0.057.4 0.0 16.2
40.8 3.3 9.6
 (2.10)
Now, this is a resource allocation problem in that one entry from each row
and each column has to be chosen so that it minimizes the sum of the limit
violation costs. The Hungarian method (also known as Munkres assignment
algorithm) is one of the algorithms that solves this kind of minimum matching
problem [35]. According to the Hungarian method, if 0.0 were chosen for both
the first and the second column, and 9.6 instead of 0.0 in the third column, it
would provide minimum sum of limit violation costs in (2.10). For the lower
bound solution, the new limits would be 50.7 MW for F˜(2,3), 13.8 MW for
F˜(2,4) and 9.5 MW for F˜(3,4).
Table 2.4 compares the TTCs through the eliminated lines in the full sys-
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tem and those through the equivalent lines in the reduced system. When the
maximum value in each row is chosen for the equivalent lines as the upper
limits, the TTC in transaction w(3,4) is overestimated by about 132%. In
contrast, when the power flow for transaction w(3,4) is enforced by applying
the Hungarian method to the LVC matrix, the TTC in transaction w(2,3) is
underestimated about 50%.
Table 2.4: Comparison of TTCs between the full and the reduced system
for non-exact solution case
w
Full 4-bus system Reduced 3-bus system
Binding
line
Pw
(MW)
Binding
eq. line
Pw with
overestimates
(MW)
Pw with
underestimates
(MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 217.0 (2,3) 216.1 107.5
(2,4) (1,4) 57.2 (2,4) 57.3 57.3
(3,4) (1,4) 48.3 (2,4) 63.6 48.2
If a line with two limits is involved in the next equivalencing process for
other external buses, this upper and lower limit become input for the next
process of limit calculation. Both of them will generate another upper and
lower limit and the bigger value of the upper limit and the smaller value of
the lower limit should be chosen as the equivalent limits.
2.3.2 Algorithm with ATC
Exact solution case
The same 4-bus network from the previous section is used to describe the
algorithm with ATC, but now with bus injections as shown in Figure 2.5.
The figure depicts the full 4-bus case with line loadings on the left and
PTDF values for transaction w(2,3) on the right. Bus 1 is the external bus
to be equivalenced making a reduced 3-bus case in Figure 2.6, also with line
loadings on the left and PTDF values for transaction w(2,3) on the right.
The ATC for transaction w(2,3) can be calculated using (1.12) and (1.13)
and the lines to be considered in ATC calculation should be the eliminated
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Figure 2.5: 4-bus case with line loading (left) and PTDF for transaction
w(2,3) (right)
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lines along with bus 1.
T (2,3) = min
l∈L˜
{
T
(2,3)
(1,2) , T
(2,3)
(1,3) , T
(2,3)
(1,4)
}
= min
l∈L˜
{
100− 12.4
0.258
,
−70 + 36.3
−0.323 ,
−60 + 23.9
−0.065
}
= min
l∈L˜
{339.6, 104.5, 559.3}
= 104.5
(2.11)
Likewise, the ATC values for the other transactions can be calculated and
all the ATC values between the boundary buses are shown Table 2.5.
Once the network is reduced by Kron reduction, post-reduction PTDFs,
φ˜wl , are available and ATC calculation for the same transactions in the re-
duced system can be also formulated based on (1.13).
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Table 2.5: ATCs between boundary buses in 4-bus case for exact solution
w Binding line Tw (MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 104.5
(4,2) (1,4) 103.3
(4,3) (1,3) 83.6
T˜wl =

F˜l−M˜l
φ˜wl
if φ˜wl > 0
∞ if φ˜wl = 0
−F˜l−M˜l
φ˜wl
if φ˜wl < 0
(2.12)
Here, equivalent line limits, F˜l are unknown and will be calculated. As
ATCs are direction dependent, there should be a reference direction for trans-
actions so that the calculations of PTDFs and ATTCs have a consistent sign
convention. This can be done by solving the reduced case and setting the
direction of equivalent line flows as the reference for the transactions of in-
terest.
ATC for transaction w is the minimum of those ATC values for the lines
of interest, which are the lines eliminated along with external buses.
T˜w = min
l∈L˜
{
T˜wl
}
(2.13)
ATCs in the reduced system T˜w are also unknown and are ideally the same
as those in the full system for the same transactions.
min
l∈L˜
{
T˜wl
}
= Tw (2.14)
Equation (2.14) can be solved for the only unknown, equivalent line limit
depending on the sign of the PTDF value on the corresponding equivalent
line in the reduced case as follows:
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F˜wl =

T˜wl × φ˜wl + M˜l if φ˜wl > 0
∞ if φ˜wl = 0
−T˜wl × φ˜wl − M˜l if φ˜wl < 0
(2.15)
When the PTDF value of an equivalent line for a transaction is zero, which
means there is no impact of the transaction on the line, the ATTC value for
the transaction on the line becomes infinity as shown in (2.12). Therefore,
the limit on the equivalent line should be infinity to accommodate the ATC.
Now, by applying these to the 4-bus case, (2.14) can be expanded as fol-
lows:
min
{
T˜
(2,3)
(2,3) , T˜
(2,3)
(2,4) , T˜
(2,3)
(3,4)
}
= T (2,3)
min
{
T˜
(4,2)
(2,3) , T˜
(4,2)
(2,4) , T˜
(4,2)
(3,4)
}
= T (4,2)
min
{
T˜
(4,3)
(2,3) , T˜
(4,3)
(2,4) , T˜
(4,3)
(3,4)
}
= T (4,3)
(2.16)
The first equation in (2.16) can be rewritten using (2.11) and (2.15) as
follows:
min
{
F˜(2,3) − M˜(2,3)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4) − M˜(2,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4) − M˜(3,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(3,4)
}
= 104.5
min
{
F˜(2,3) − 22.0
0.234
,
F˜(2,4) + 9.7
0.024
,
F˜(3,4) + 14.3
−0.088
}
= 104.5
(2.17)
The denominators on the left hand side can be multiplied for each equiv-
alent line and inequality constraints are obtained as follows:
F˜(2,3) > 46.5
F˜(2,4) > −7.2
F˜(3,4) > 23.5
(2.18)
Likewise, this can be done for the other two transactions and all the in-
equality constraints can formulate a Psi matrix.
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Ψ =
 46.5 −7.2 23.5−19.2 34.5 25.5
39.3 27.8 30.7
→
46.5 0 23.50 34.5 25.5
39.3 27.8 30.7
 (2.19)
From experiments with other cases, entries in the Psi matrix can be neg-
ative, which does not happen when using TTCs for unloaded systems. Neg-
ative entries are converted to zero as a line limit should be greater than or
equal to zero from a practical point of view. As the maximum value in each
column is chosen for limits in exact solution cases, it is unlikely that these
negative entries are selected. In the worst case, it is still possible that all the
entries in a column or even in a Psi matrix can be negative. In this case,
the line limit for the column or all columns would be zero. However, from
numerous experiments, it is hardly observable.
As this Psi matrix satisfies the criterion for exact solution, the equiv-
alent line limits for the reduced 3-bus case are determined as F˜(2,3) = 46.5
MW, F˜(2,4) = 34.5 MW, F˜(3,4) = 30.7 MW.
The ATCs with the exact solution limits can be calculated in the reduced
3-bus case using (2.12) and (2.14) to see if they really yield the exact ATCs
from the full case. The ATC for w(2,3) is calculated for validation as follows:
T˜ (2,3) = min
{
T˜
(2,3)
(2,3) , T˜
(2,3)
(2,4) , T˜
(2,3)
(3,4)
}
= min
{
F˜(2,3) − M˜(2,3)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4) − M˜(2,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4) − M˜(3,4)
φ˜
(2,3)
(3,4)
}
= min
{
46.5− 22.0
0.22
,
34.5 + 9.7
0.02
,
−30.7 + 14.3
−0.88
}
= min {104.5, 1849.4, 186.3}
= 104.5
(2.20)
Non-exact solution case
This algorithm with ATC also can have non-exact solution cases. The same
network from the previous section is used, but with a different condition
of bus injections as shown in Figure 2.7 for line loadings on the left and
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PTDF values for transaction w(2,3) on the right. The difference from the
exact solution case in the previous section is that bus 1 to be equivalenced
now has a generator attached. Figure 2.8 shows the reduced 3-bus case with
line loadings on the left and PTDFs for transaction w(2,3) on the right.
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Figure 2.8: Reduced 3-bus case with line loading (left) and PTDFs for
transaction w(2,3) (right)
A typical way of equivalencing a bus with bus injection is that the injection
is divided into a smaller portion as bus shunts and attached to boundary
buses to keep the retained line flows the same. This is called Ward injection
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method and is also used in this dissertation. That is why the loadings on
the retained lines in the reduced case are the same as those in the full case.
Another way is to just remove them from the external area when they are
far from the study area so that they do not have much impact on fidelity of
simulation results. Also, some applications move bus injections as a whole
to a bus in the study area and attach loads in other study buses to keep
the same line flows as much as possible [20, 21, 36]. No matter how bus
injections from the external area are redistributed into the study area during
equivalencing, the proposed method does not need to know as it just needs
flows on equivalent lines, which is easy to obtain from solving the reduced
case.
The ATCs between the boundary buses can be calculated using (1.12)
and (1.13), and the lines to be considered in ATC calculation should be the
eliminated lines along with bus 1 as shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: ATCs between boundary buses in 4-bus case for non-exact
solution
w Binding line Tw (MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 87.0
(4,2) (1,4) 176.3
(4,3) (1,3) 69.6
The Psi matrix for inequality constraints can be obtained with 2.16 as
follows:
Ψ =
 40.8 1.5 16.6−15.8 43.1 28.0
34.5 15.7 22.6
→
40.8 1.5 16.60 43.1 28.0
34.5 15.7 22.6
 (2.21)
This inequality constraints matrix does not conform with the criterion
for exact solution as both the 2nd and 3rd column have their maximum
value in the 2nd row. The power flow for w(3,4) is overestimated as no entry
in the row is enforced. Therefore, this set of entries becomes the upper limits;
F˜(2,3) = 40.8 MW, F˜(2,4) = 43.1 MW, and F˜(3,4) = 28.0 MW.
An LVC matrix can be formulated with (2.9) and then, as in the non-exact
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solution case with TTC, this is again a resource assignment problem where
one entry in each row and each column has to be chosen so that the sum of
all the chosen entries is minimized.
Λ =
0.0 55.8 17.574.9 0.0 0.0
6.3 27.4 5.4
 (2.22)
Applying the Hungarian method, the selected entries are zero in the 1st and
the 2nd column and 5.4 for the 3rd column. This combination minimizes the
sum of the limit violation cost. Therefore, the lower limits are F˜(2,3) = 40.8
MW, F˜(2,4) = 43.1 MW, and F˜(3,4) = 22.6 MW. F˜(3,4) is the only difference
from the upper limits.
The ATCs with the upper and lower limits assigned are calculated in the
reduced case using (2.12) and (2.13) to see how much ATCs are overestimated
and underestimated, respectively, compared with those in the full case as
shown in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Comparison of ATCs between the full and the reduced system
for non-exact solution case
w
Full 4-bus system Reduced 3-bus system
Binding
line
Tw
(MW)
Binding
eq. line
Tw with
overestimates
(MW)
Tw with
underestimates
(MW)
(2,3) (1,3) 87.0 (2,3) 87.0 87.0
(4,2) (1,4) 176.3 (3,4) 176.3 126.4
(4,3) (1,3) 69.6 (3,4) 97.1 69.6
When the maximum entry in each column in the Psi matrix is chosen as
upper limits, the ATC for w(4,3) is overestimated about 39.6% while with the
lower limits determined with the Hungarian method, the ATC for w(4,2) is
underestimated about 28.3%.
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2.4 Application to IEEE 118-bus System
The IEEE 118-bus system is used to apply the prosed LPE algorithm. A
set of buses to be eliminated are selected based on the amount of MW flow
going through the bus less than 60 MW. Thus, total 56 buses are chosen to be
eliminated and the resultant system has 62 buses with 42 retained lines. As
aforementioned, Tinney Scheme 2 is applied to reduce the number of neighbor
buses as it reduces the number of fill-ins. Simulations are done with Matlab,
but the necessary system data is brought into Matlab from PowerWorld cases
files using the SimAuto function of PowerWorld simulator [37].
2.4.1 With TTC
Figure 2.9 shows the results of the Max-Hungarian method applied to the
IEEE 118-bus system.
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Figure 2.9: Results of Max-Hungarian method with TTC applied to IEEE
118-bus system
The left axis is the normalized average TTC which is the post-elimination
average TTC on the eliminated lines divided by the pre-elimination average
TTC on the equivalent lines as
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norm. avg. P˜ =
1
|W|
∑ P˜w
Pw
(2.23)
Therefore, 54 bus elimination stages with exact line limit produce the
normalized average TTC of one. Only two buses are non-exact cases and
produce over- and underestimates. The number of fill-ins introduced during
the Kron reduction process gradually increases according to Tinney Scheme
2. High impedance lines are created after a series of bus elimination and
typically they are just dropped in most equivalencing methods. In this IEEE
118-bus system case, just one equivalent line has an impedance higher than 3
p.u. with its exact limit of 11.03 MW. Simulation results with a random order
of bus elimination show that many more lines have a non-exact solution case
and also that it takes much more time to run the simulation as the efficiency
of the algorithm significantly depends on the number of the first neighbor
buses.
There are 39 equivalent lines created during the equivalencing process and
10 of them have non-exact limits. Table 2.8 shows those 10 equivalent lines
which have different values between upper and lower limits. With lower lim-
its, the case has 3 overloaded equivalent lines (in red) which does not happen
when the case is assigned with upper limits. The issue with underestimate
with TTC appears here as lower limits approach zero causing line overload-
ing.
2.4.2 With ATC
The same 56 buses are equivalenced from the IEEE 118-bus case just like
Section 2.4.1 to compare results. Figure 2.10 shows the result of equivalencing
the IEEE 118-bus case using ATC. The number of fill-ins are not shown here
as they are the same in Figure 2.9. The normalized average ATC presented
in Figure 2.10 is calculated as
norm. avg. T˜ =
1
|W|
∑ T˜w
Tw
(2.24)
Just like the results with TTC in the previous section, elimination of 54 ex-
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Table 2.8: Equivalent line loading in IEEE 118-bus system with limits
assigned by Max-Hungarian method using TTC
From
bus
To
bus
Underestimates Overestimates
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
15 18 15.6 41.8 85.7 7.6
15 23 30.8 54.5 37.6 44.7
15 34 5.3 36.8 47.3 4.1
18 23 21.3 62.5 29.6 45
18 34 29.8 1.9 41.9 1.3
23 34 2.6 100.7 10.2 25.5
77 80 0.5 1195.4 29.0 21.1
77 94 37.4 28.0 38.7 27.8
80 85 8.4 94.3 21.0 37.6
85 94 5.0 167.8 24.5 34.0
ternal buses results in exact limit while 2 external buses produced non-exact
limits. An interesting point to note is that when using TTC, equivalencing
buses 19 and 113 cause non-exact solution, but with ATC, non-exact solu-
tion cases are from equivalencing different buses. This is reasonable as the
Psi matrix for each single bus elimination is formed with different entry val-
ues. However, whether the number of non-exact solution cases is a unique
characteristic of a power system will be an interesting point to figure out.
With ATC, the Max-Hungarian method produces five equivalent lines with
non-exact limits as shown in Table 2.9. Clearly, the results show the differ-
ence in line loading from those with TTC in Table 2.8. Using ATC signifi-
cantly mitigates line overloading with lower limits as they are not as close to
zero as those calculated with TTC.
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Figure 2.10: Results of Max-Hungarian method with ATC applied to IEEE
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Table 2.9: Equivalent line loading in IEEE 118-bus system with limits
assigned by Max-Hungarian method using ATC
From
bus
To
bus
Underestimates Overestimates
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
49 56 258.5 24.4 270.4 23.3
77 80 22.6 27.2 35.2 17.4
77 85 54.0 43.0 54.9 42.3
80 85 5.0 158.6 24.1 32.7
85 94 19.0 44.0 25.0 33.4
2.5 Computational Aspects
Consider a system with external buses to be eliminated. Let Si be the num-
ber of the first neighbor buses of bus k. For each bus elimination step,(
Si
2
)
of equivalent line admittances are calculated with the Kron reduction.
Also, the number of PTDF calculations in pre- and post-elimination stages
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is
(
Si
2
) [(
Si
2
)
+ Si
]
. For non-exact solution cases, minimum matching algo-
rithm is also needed. The brute-force approach for assignment problems has
to consider e! assignment combinations where e is the dimension of the ma-
trix, which is the number of equivalent lines,
(
Si
2
)
. However, the Hungarian
algorithm reduces the complexity to O
((
Si
2
)3)
. Therefore, the complexity
of the proposed Max-Hungarian method can be rapidly increased with the
number of the first neighbor buses. However, Tinney Scheme 2 reduces the
number of fill-ins by ordering the buses during the partial factorization and
consequently the computational burden. In addition, the impedances of cer-
tain equivalent lines become very high after a series of bus eliminations and
they can be ignored in the process to further reduce the computation. Still,
for large systems where a high number of first neighbor buses are expected,
heuristics and experience should aid in choosing the set of external buses to
avoid excessive computation.
2.6 Conclusion
The general algorithm of assigning limits to equivalent lines is introduced
in this chapter. A step-by-step walkthrough was offered using a small case
system explaining how to formulate a problem and determine whether it has
an exact solution. When equivalencing a bus does not meet the criterion of
exact solution, the Max-Hungarian method was applied to provide over-
and underestimates to provide upper and lower bounds of limit values, re-
spectively. The proposed method utilizes Kron reduction and PTDF values
to calculate transfer capabilities of a power system and eventually solve the
problem. Both TTC and ATC were used as a transfer capability to be re-
tained in the reduced system. Using TTC enables the proposed method to
be independent of operating point, but the method can only handle unloaded
systems. On the other hand, using ATC embeds operating points in the al-
gorithm, but can handle loaded systems. Which transfer capability should
be used depends on application of the algorithm. The gap between the up-
per and lower limits being wider after a series of bus eliminations will be
addressed by an improved method in Chapter 3. Increase in the number of
boundary buses can cause the method to be computationally burdensome,
especially for the Hungarian algorithm. A few tweaks could be made to in-
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crease the computational efficiency in the future such as considering only
selective equivalent lines of interest to reduce the number of transactions in
the Psi matrix.
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CHAPTER 3
QUADRATIC PROGRAM
3.1 Introduction
The Max-Hungarian method presented in Chapter 2 assigns limits to equiv-
alent lines so that transfer capability of the reduced system matches that of
the full system. The Max-Hungarian method computes line limits that meet
all the operating points for exact solution cases and produces upper and lower
limits for non-exact solution cases based on discrete minimization of a cost
function. The upper and lower limits give a more meaningful value than just
an infinity which is used by most commercial software. However, for large
systems with higher possibility of having non-exact solution cases, the gap
between the upper and the lower limits may increase too much. The mean-
ing of assigning upper and lower limits is lost as lower limits approach zero
and upper limits become larger as a sequence of bus elimination proceeds.
Therefore, there is a need to prevent this gap from becoming too large.
The exact solution cases can be solved as described in Chapter 2 with the
criterion for exact solution: matching TTCs between the first neighbor
buses in the equivalent system to those for the same buses in the full original
system. That is, the maximum value in each column of the LVC matrix
belongs to different rows on the LVC matrix. When the criterion for exact
solution cannot be met, the Quadratic program algorithm presented in this
chapter can be used instead of the Max-Hungarian method. The Quadratic
program (QP) algorithm performs better than the Max-Hungarian method
in terms of higher accuracy of meeting transfer capabilities between the full
system and the reduced system by reducing the gap between the upper and
lower limits for non-exact solution cases.
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3.2 4-bus System Example
3.2.1 With TTC
Consider the 4-bus system in Figure 2.3 with F(1,4) = 20 MVA to make a
non-exact solution case. Equation (2.5) is normalized with their respective
Pw and a mismatch value mw is obtained. This allows each of the equality
constraints to be relaxed and creates a feasible region for a non-exact solution
case. If the criterion for exact solution is not met, finding a point in the
feasible region that corresponds to all mismatches being zero is not possible.
Now, a QP can be formulated as
min
F˜
l∈L˜,m
w∈W
(
m(2,3)
)2
+
(
m(2,4)
)2
+
(
m(3,4)
)2
s.t. m(2,3) = min{ F˜(2,3)
ψ
(2,3)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
ψ
(2,3)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
ψ
(2,3)
(3,4)
} − 1
m(2,4) = min{ F˜(2,3)
ψ
(2,4)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
ψ
(2,4)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
ψ
(2,4)
(3,4)
} − 1
m(3,4) = min{ F˜(2,3)
ψ
(3,4)
(2,3)
,
F˜(2,4)
ψ
(3,4)
(2,4)
,
F˜(3,4)
ψ
(3,4)
(3,4)
} − 1
F˜(2,3) ≥ 0, F˜(2,4) ≥ 0, F˜(3,4) ≥ 0
(3.1)
Equation (3.1) is referred as the strong formulation and minimizes the sum
of the square of the mismatches. As the solution from the strong formulation
has the minimum mismatch, the equivalent line limits obtained from (3.1)
preserve the TTC as best as possible. Hence, this is the best estimate of
limits. Just like the Max-Hungarian method, it is useful to have upper and
lower bounds for limits. These upper and lower limits can be obtained with
two supplemental inequality conditions as follows:
m(2,3) ≥ 0 m(2,4) ≥ 0 m(3,4) ≥ 0 (3.2)
m(2,3) ≤ 0 m(2,4) ≤ 0 m(3,4) ≤ 0 (3.3)
These additional inequality conditions ensure that upper and lower limits
result in a positive and a negative TTC, respectively. It is possible that
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the best estimate may be identical to either over- or underestimate. If all
three estimates are identical, this is the exact solution case which would be
determined in advance by the criterion for an exact solution.
As the strong formulation is both nonlinear and non-convex, it is trans-
formed into weaker inequality constraints to be solved as
min
F˜
l∈L˜,m
w∈W
(
m(2,3)
)2
+
(
m(2,4)
)2
+
(
m(3,4)
)2
s.t. F˜(2,3) ≥ (m(2,3) + 1)ψ(2,3)(2,3)
F˜(2,3) ≥ (m(2,4) + 1)ψ(2,4)(2,3)
F˜(2,3) ≥ (m(3,4) + 1)ψ(3,4)(2,3)
F˜(2,4) ≥ (m(2,3) + 1)ψ(2,3)(2,4)
F˜(2,4) ≥ (m(2,4) + 1)ψ(2,4)(2,4)
F˜(2,4) ≥ (m(3,4) + 1)ψ(3,4)(2,4)
F˜(3,4) ≥ (m(2,3) + 1)ψ(2,3)(3,4)
F˜(3,4) ≥ (m(2,4) + 1)ψ(2,4)(3,4)
F˜(3,4) ≥ (m(3,4) + 1)ψ(3,4)(3,4)
(3.4)
Equation (3.4) is referred to as the weak formulation. Now, three equalities
in (3.1) are transformed into nine inequalities. These nine inequalities are
combined for each equivalent line to form three equalities of the form
F˜l = max{(mw + 1)ψwl }|w ∈ W , l ∈ L˜ (3.5)
This indicates that, with some mismatch, each equivalent line limit is
determined as at least one of the transactions in W is being limited. Since
each equivalent line has to limit at least one of three transactions, one of the
inequality constraints for each line is selected as an equality constraint. The
resulting expression is substituted to yield six inequality constraints of the
form
(mil + 1)ψill ≥ (mjl + 1)ψjll , jl ∈ {W\{il}}, l ∈ L˜ (3.6)
Equation (3.6) specifies the problem formulation in terms of only three
mismatch values. Now, decision variables are reduced from six to three which
makes the objective function have a positive definite coefficient matrix.
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With the inequality conditions in (3.6), total 33 = 27 QPs are formulated
and solved. Even though equivalent line limits are the variables to calculate
ultimately, mismatch values are obtained first from the QPs. Depending
on the equality conditions selected for each F˜l, in each of the 27 cases, the
values of F˜l are computed with the already obtained mismatch values. This
seems to be a reverse calculation as line limits are the ones to be defined
first to calculate mismatch values of transfer capability. However, the way
QP problems are formulated brings the reverse calculation to get mismatch
values first from the weak formulation to obtain equivalent line limits. Since
(3.6) is a weaker formulation of the equality conditions in (3.1), some of the 27
weak QPs may be infeasible to solve and result in a solution that violates the
equality conditions from the strong formulation. Therefore, mismatch values
are forward calculated with the already obtained equivalent line limits to
detect and discard those cases. After that, the values of the objective function
from 27 QPs are calculated and the equivalent line limits are obtained from
the smallest objective value.
As an example, one of the 27 QPs is solved. All the ψ values in (3.4) are
already available in (2.8). An inequality constraint for each equivalent line
limit is chosen randomly as an equality constraint from (3.4) as
F˜(2,3) = (m
(2,3) + 1)× 50.8
F˜(2,4) = (m
(2,4) + 1)× 13.8
F˜(3,4) = (m
(3,4) + 1)× 9.5
(3.7)
These equality constraints are substituted into inequality constraints in
(3.4) to make (3.6) as
(m(2,3) + 1)× 50.8 ≥ (m(2,4) + 1)× 1.6
(m(2,3) + 1)× 50.8 ≥ (m(3,4) + 1)× 10.0
(m(2,4) + 1)× 13.8 ≥ (m(2,3) + 1)× 5.2
(m(2,4) + 1)× 13.8 ≥ (m(3,4) + 1)× 10.5
(m(3,4) + 1)× 9.5 ≥ (m(2,3) + 1)× 19.2
(m(3,4) + 1)× 9.5 ≥ (m(2,4) + 1)× 6.2
(3.8)
This can be rewritten as a matrix form as
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
−50.8 1.6 0
−50.8 0 10.0
5.2 −13.8 0
0 −13.8 10.5
−19.2 0 −9.5
0 6.2 −9.5

m
(2,3)
m(2,4)
m(3,4)
 ≤

49.2
40.8
8.6
3.3
−9.7
3.3

(3.9)
Additional inequality constraints of (3.2) and (3.3) are added to (3.9) to
complete all the required constraints for overestimates and underestimates,
respectively. In this dissertation, MATLAB Quadratic programming is used
to solve QPs. The mismatch values of the best estimates for this QP is
calculated as
m
(2,3)
m(2,4)
m(3,4)
 =
−0.4050
0.201
 (3.10)
By substituting these mismatch values back into (3.7), equivalent line lim-
its are reverse calculated as
F˜(2,3)F˜(2,4)
F˜(3,4)
 =
30.313.8
11.4
 (3.11)
Similarly, all the other 26 QPs are solved and corresponding equivalent
line limits are calculated. Of course, there may be unsolvable QPs with given
equality constraints. They are just discarded. With these obtained limits,
mismatch values are forward calculated using (3.13) so detect and discard
infeasible cases. As a result, the final equivalent line limits and mismatch
values for all three estimates are compared with the Max-Hungarian method
in Table 3.1.
The lower limits from underestimate of the QP are collectively larger than
those from the Max-Hungarian method. This is desirable as one of the is-
sues of the Max-Hungarian method was the lower limits approaching zero
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Max-Hungarian and Quadratic program with
TTC for 4-bus system
Max-Hungarian Quadratic program
w/l F˜l (MW) m
w(%) F˜l (MW) m
w(%)
Overestimate
(2,3) 50.8 0.0 50.8 0.0
(2,4) 13.8 0.0 13.8 0.0
(3,4) 19.2 31.5 19.2 31.5
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
18.2 18.2
Best estimate
(2,3) N/A N/A 50.8 0.0
(2,4) N/A N/A 11.7 -15.2
(3,4) N/A N/A 19.2 11.5
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
N/A 11.0
Underestimate
(2,3) 50.8 -50.4 50.8 0.0
(2,4) 13.8 0.0 10.5 -24.0
(3,4) 9.5 0.0 19.2 0.0
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
29.1 13.8
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after a series of bus elimination, which renders assigning limits practically
meaningless.
The QP has the ability to find a better solution in terms of TTC mis-
matches from the feasible region than the Max-Hungarian method. For this
4-bus system example, overestimates do not have any improvement, but the
underestimates from the QP have less TTC mismatch. Also, the QP can pro-
vide the best estimate that results in the minimum TTC mismatch among
the three estimates. The rms of normalized TTC mismatch is calculated as
rms mw =
√
M
|W| (3.12)
The rms of normalized TTC mismatch for the best estimate is only 11.0%
as compared to 13.8% and 18.2% for the under- and overestimates, respec-
tively. Thus, the best estimate can be used for approximate analyses and
under- and overestimates are suitable for conservative and optimistic analy-
ses, respectively. Figure 3.1 illustrates the feasible region of the best estimate
where the distance from the origin, which is the exact solution case, to the
point of best estimate is the shortest. As the figure shows the best estimate,
the range of mismatch values is from -1 to infinity. With overestimate and
underestimate, however, the range would be restricted to be positive and
negative, respectively.
With ATC
Consider the 4-bus system in Figure 2.7 and the reduced 3-bus system in
Figure 2.8. The process to obtain the Psi matrix using ATC is already
described in detail in Chapter 2 and it is available in (2.21). Table 3.2
compares the result of the Max-Hungarian method with that of the QP for the
4-bus system. Similar to the results with TTC, QP offers better performance
in terms of meeting the transfer capability of the reduced system with that
of the full system in all three estimates. Especially, the best estimate has
only 6.5% of rms of normalized ATC mismatch which is the smallest among
the three estimates. Also, the lower limits from the underestimate from the
QP have collectively larger equivalent line limits than those from the Max-
Hungarian method. This shows the QP achieves its goal of reducing the gap
between the upper limits and the lower limits.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of Max-Hungarian and Quadratic program with
ATC for 4-bus system
Max-Hungarian Quadratic program
w/l F˜l (MW) m
w(%) F˜l (MW) m
w(%)
Overestimate
(2,3) 40.8 0.0 40.8 0.0
(4,2) 43.1 0.0 43.1 0.0
(4,3) 28.0 17.5 28.0 17.5
rms norm.
ATC mis-
match
10.1 10.1
Best estimate
(2,3) N/A N/A 37.0 -8.6
(4,2) N/A N/A 43.1 0.0
(4,3) N/A N/A 28.0 7.3
rms norm.
ATC mis-
match
N/A 6.5
Underestimate
(2,3) 40.8 0.0 34.5 -14.9
(4,2) 43.1 -28.3 43.1 -0.0
(4,3) 22.6 0.0 28.0 -0.0
rms norm.
ATC mis-
match
16.3 8.6
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Figure 3.1: Feasible region of the best estimate
3.3 General QP Algorithm
The QP can be used for every single bus elimination with non-exact solution.
There are a few assumptions made to make the algorithm more efficient and
simpler.
1. Lossless decoupled PTDF is used to approximate power transfers on
lines with various transactions. Therefore, PTDF has no direction de-
pendency.
2. The power transfers between first neighbor buses sufficiently capture
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the line loading impact due to other transfers that occur over a wide
network. Thus, only the transactions between first neighbor buses are
considered for calculating transfer capabilities of the reduced system.
3. Even though power flows have different values between the two direc-
tions on a line, the difference is assumed to be negligible.
These assumptions are leveraged for the QP strong formulation as
min
F˜l∈F˜l,mw∈M
M =
∑
mw∈M
(mw)2
s.t. mw = min
l∈L˜
{
F˜l
ψwl
}
− 1, w ∈ W
F˜l ≥, l ∈ L˜
(3.13)
Equality constraints in (3.13) can be transformed into weaker formulation
as
min
F˜l∈F˜l,mw∈M
M =
∑
mw∈M
(mw)2
s.t. ψill (m
il + 1)− ψjll (mjl + 1) ≥ 0, jl ∈ {W\{il}}, l ∈ L˜
mw + 1 ≥ 0, w ∈ W
(3.14)
Equation (3.14) is easier to solve than (3.13) and has to be formed for
all the possible combinations of il|l ∈ L˜ which is |W||L˜|. The minimum
M among all the combinations gives the best estimate. The two additional
conditions below can supplement the weak formulation to yield an under-
and an overestimate, respectively.
mw ≤ 0 (3.15)
mw ≥ 0 (3.16)
An interior point convex quadratic program solver in MATLAB is used to
solve the weak formulation. Best estimates are calculated first and in some
cases, the best estimate formulation yields that certain combinations are only
feasible with mw = −1, which means that all the equivalent lines are zero.
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These combinations are ignored when solving under- and overestimates for
computational efficiency.
The algorithms examine if each step of bus elimination has an exact so-
lution. If an exact solution exists, the algorithm yields the exact solution
and goes to the next bus or group of buses to equivalence. If the step does
not meet the criterion for exact solution, then the algorithm goes to the QP
formulation. From the perspective of developing a code, the calculations
for over and under estimates can proceed independently during each step of
bus elimination. Also, each estimate can proceed all the way through until
the last bus elimination. This allows each estimate to capture inaccuracies
within itself and not propagate to the other estimates.
Figure 3.2 shows the flow chart of the QP for non-exact solution cases.
Once a case does not meet the criterion for exact solution, a strong
formulation is created with the Psi matrix. This strong formulation is trans-
formed into a weaker formulation by converting minimzation to inequality
constraints. Then one equality constraint for each lines is transformed into
equality constraint. By doing so, mismatche values are the only unkown vari-
ables. Now QPs are solved to determine mismatch values. Equivalent line
limits can be reverse calculated by substituting the obtained mismatch val-
ues into the selected equality constraint. Now, mismatch values are forward
calculated by substituing these equivalent line limits into the strong formula-
tion. The limits and corresponding mismatch values that violate inequality
constraints of mismatch values for over- and underestimates. Finally, the
minimum mismatch and the corresponding equivalent line limits are selected
as the solution.
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Strong formulation
Exact case?
No
Weaker formulation
Start
Solve QP by transforming one 
inequality constraint for each line 
into equality constraint
m
Reverse calculate line limits
from  corresponding equality 
constraints (F = Ψ{m + 1})
F
Forward calculate mismatches 
with strong formulation
(m_FC = min{F/Ψ}-1)
m_FC
Eliminate m_FC that violates
m ≥ 0 for overestimates
& m ≤ 0 for underestimates
Min(m_FC) & 
corresponding F
End
Select minimum m_FC and 
corresponding Line limits
Yes
Figure 3.2: Flow chart of QP algorithm
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3.4 Application to IEEE 118-bus System with TTC
Fifty-six buses are eliminated from the IEEE 118-bus system creating a 62-
bus equivalent system. The external buses to be eliminated are randomly
selected. The original system is unloaded to create the equivalent network
which then becomes independent of operating point. The 56 external buses
are divided into subgroups in such a way that each subgroup consists of
maximal adjacent buses. That is, if any external buses are connected directly
with a line or via a continuous path of other external buses, then they are
grouped together. These 56 external buses are partitioned into 31 mutually
independent subgroups.
Grouping the external buses is of interest since the elimination of a bus
from one subgroup has no impact on the elimination of a bus from another
subgroup. However, within a subgroup, buses may be directly connected and
this creates a dependency on the bus elimination order. Therefore, bus elim-
ination order within each subgroup is determined based on Tinney Scheme
2 to reduce the number of fill-ins. Since the all subgroups are independent
of each other, it would give in the same results if all the external buses were
sequentially eliminated or eliminated through 31 parallel paths, each with se-
quential elimination within the subgroup. Another merit of grouping external
buses is that this makes parallel processing possible. Theses subgroups can
be indepedently processed in multiple paths simultaneously to significantly
enhance simulation speed [38–42].
Figure 3.3 compares the results of the QP and those of the Max-Hungarian
method using TTC applied to IEEE 118-bus system. The number of fill-
ins created in the admittance matrix during each bus elimination within
each subgroup is presented in Figure 3.3 (a). Due to the Tinney Scheme
2, the number of fill-ins increases with the stage of elimination within each
subgroup. The alternating bands of white and gray indicate the 31 subgroups.
Total 39 equivalent lines are created and 5 of them have upper and lower
limits from two non-exact solution cases. Exact solution cases have 0 rms
normalized TTC mismatch while non-exact solution cases have one larger
than zero. Figure 3.3 (b)-(d) shows the rms mw values of all 56 single bus
eliminations from both the Max-Hungarian method and the QP. The numer-
ical labels within subgroups ε6 = {20, 21, 22, 19} and ε8 = {28, 29, 113, 31}
correspond to the rms mw value from the QP. These values indicate that the
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QP can perform on par or better than the Max-Hungarian method for all
the bus eliminations.
It is interesting to observe that some subgroups yield exact solutions for
all eliminations within the subgroup. This is the exact solution case where
additional computation of QP is not needed. When a single bus elimination
has no exact solution within its subgroup, then neither do any bus elimina-
tions. This means a non-exact solution is inherited within a subgroup such
that once a bus in a subgroup yields a non-exact solution, that subgroup will
have a non-exact solution between the first neighbor buses of the subgroup.
Thus, the lines after the elimination of bus 31 continue to have under-, best
and overestimates. Only when all single bus eliminations within a subgroup
have exact solutions, all the equivalent lines from eliminating that subgroup
have unique line limits.
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(b) RMS value of normalized TTC mismatch while calculating upper estimate for each bus elimination
(c) RMS value of normalized TTC mismatch while calculating best estimate for each bus elimination
(d) RMS value of normalized TTC mismatch while calculating lower estimate for each bus elimination
Figure 3.3: Results of QP vs. Max-Hungarian method using TTC applied
to IEEE 118-bus system
3.5 Subgroup Elimination
As aforementioned, the elimination of buses from a subgroup has no impact
on that of another subgroup. Within a subgroup, bus elimination order de-
pendency still remains unless all the bus eliminations have an exact solution.
As shown in Chapter 2, numerical experiments have shown that dispropor-
tionate line limits or a significantly different ratio between Fl and yl causes
non-exact solution because the line limits do not redistribute themselves in
the same way the line admittances are calculated. This is the reason for the
elimination order dependency. To analyze the dependency, subgroup ε8 is
used in Figure 3.4.
The black arrows show the sequence of single bus eliminations. During
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Figure 3.4: Subgroup elimination from IEEE 118-bus system ([R] -
Retained; [E] - Eliminated)
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sequential elimination, TTC mismatches are minimized in each single bus
elimination for both the Max-Hungarian method and the QP. However, it
is of interest to minimize any discrepancy in TTCs between the pre- and
post-elimination networks of the overall elimination of ε8. Even though the
elimination of bus 113 has an rms TTC mismatch of 12.78% for the best
estimate in Figure 3.3, the accumulation of errors through four bus elimina-
tions results in an overall rms TTC mismatch of 18.2% in Table 3.3. The
rms normalized TTC mismatch from the sequential elimination of the QP of
7.6% is identical with that of the Max-Hungarian method as shown in Table
3.3. A possible reason for this is that the QP method is locally optimal for
each single bus elimination and this may build up mismatches.
To prevent the dependency on elimination order, subgroup elimination is
developed. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the external buses that are con-
nected via a continuous path of other external buses or are adjacent are
assigned to the same subgroup. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, Kron reduction
occurs as each bus is eliminated through black arrows, but the calculation of
equivalent line limits can be performed directly without the sequential bus
elimination shown by the gray arrow. This can save computations within
intermediate networks, which require calculation of PTDFs and solving the
QP formulations. After all, the equivalent lines in intermediate networks do
not exist in the final equivalent network. Eventually, only the line limits
between the first neighbor buses of the entire subgroup are needed in the
equivalent system. This may save lots of computation if intermediate net-
works have more equivalent lines than the final equivalent lines between the
first neighbor buses of the entire subgroup.
The results from the direct calculation with subgroup elimination are com-
pared with those from sequential bus elimination for both the Max-Hungarian
method and the QP in Table 3.3. The rms of normalized TTC mismatches
from the direct calculation are lower than those from the sequential calcu-
lation for both the Max-Hungarian method and the QP formulations. The
rms mismatch of the best estimate is reduced from 18.2% to 3.7%.
The rms mismatch values for the underestimate are the same for both the
Max-Hungarian method and the QP, at 5.0%. However, the corresponding
limit of equivalent line (27,32) is 53.2 MW in the Max-Hungarian method
and 48.6 MW in the QP formulation. This indicates that the other two lines
are sufficient to enforce all three TTCs as long as the limit of equivalent line
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Table 3.3: rms TTC mismatch: direct vs. sequential elimination
Max-Hungarian Quadratic program
Seqn. Direct Seqn. Direct
l F˜l (MW) F˜l (MW) F˜l (MW) F˜l (MW)
Overestimate
(17,27) 63.5 44.7 63.5 44.7
(17,32) 170.8 121.8 170.8 121.8
(27,32) 54.6 53.2 54.6 53.2
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
39.4% 5.5% 39.4% 5.5%
Best estimate
(17,27) N/A N/A 56.7 42.6
(17,32) N/A N/A 140.5 121.8
(27,32) N/A N/A 54.6 50.7
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
N/A N/A 18.2% 3.7%
Underestimate
(17,27) 56.7 40.8 56.7 40.8
(17,32) 124.3 121.8 124.3 121.8
(27,32) 54.6 53.2 54.6 48.6
rms norm.
TTC mis-
match
7.6% 5.0% 7.6% 5.0%
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(27,32) is greater than or equal to 48.6 MW. This has no impact when the
network is not loaded, but it will result in different ATC values when the
network is loaded again.
Table 3.4 shows the loading status of eight equivalent lines with non-exact
limits. The limits are assigned by the QP algorithm with direct subgroup
elimination using TTC. Unlike the results by the Man-Hungarian method
using TCC in Section 2.4.1, the QP with TTC does not cause any line over-
loading in the system. As the Max-Hungarian method is a discrete com-
binatorial problem, it is more likely to have overloaded lines. However, as
the QP is a continuous optimization problem, it has less possibility of line
overloading for underestimates as it tries to minimize the TTC mismatches.
Table 3.4: Loading status of equivalent lines with non-exact limits assigned
by QP using TTC in IEEE 118-bus system
From
bus
To
bus
Underestimates Best estimates Overestimates
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
15 23 30.8 54.5 30.8 54.5 37.6 44.7
15 34 44.3 4.4 45.3 4.3 47.3 4.1
18 23 21.3 62.5 22.9 58.2 29.6 45
18 34 29.8 1.9 32.4 1.7 41.9 1.3
23 34 7.2 35.9 7.9 33.0 10.2 25.5
77 80 28.7 21.4 28.8 21.3 29.0 21.1
77 85 56.1 41.4 56.8 40.9 57.4 40.4
77 94 38.2 28.1 38.4 27.9 38.7 27.8
For the reduced system after eliminating the 56 external buses from the
full IEEE 118-bus system, it takes about 323 s to solve for each of the three
estimates of equivalent line limits. In terms of accuracy, Quadratic program
is better than the Max-Hungarian method, especially with the best estimate,
but as a result the QP formulation becomes computationally heavier with a
higher number of first neighbor buses.
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3.6 Application to IEEE 118-bus System with ATC
QP with ATC is applied to the IEEE 118-bus system with the same 56
external buses in Section 2.4.2, and Figure 3.5 compares the results from the
QP with ATC to those from the Max-Hungarian method. Since the subgroup
elimination is used, the full system is divided into the same 31 subgroups
which are mutually independent of each other. Here, the depth-first search
algorithm is used to group external buses. However, unlike from QP with
TTC application, there is no dependency on the order of bus elimination
within each subgroup. Therefore, the number of fill-ins does not need to
be considered. The bus numbers in each subgroup are shown in Figure 3.5
(d) and they are the same in all three estimates. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the
number of boundary buses for each subgroup. One of the two subgroups
with the maximum number of boundary buses is a non-exact solution case
and solving QP for this subgroup takes the most of the simulation time of
156 s for each estimate. Figure 3.5 (b) - (d) show the normalized average
ATC for over-, best and underestimate, respectively. The QP algorithm has
the same performance as the Max-Hungarian method in the overestimate.
However, it is clearly much better in terms of meeting the original ATC
in the underestimate showing 0.96 over 0.86 and 0.81 over 0.35. The best
estimate has the normalized average ATC closet to the original ATC among
all three estimates, which is not offered by the Max-Hungarian method. The
non-exact solution cases occur in different subgroups from those in the QP
application with TTC to the same system in Section 3.4. There are three
subgroups with just one boundary bus. These subgroups do not have any
associated equivalent lines, thus their normalized average ATC is zero.
Table 3.5 shows the loading status of seven equivalent lines with non-
exact limits in the IEEE 118-bus system. None of the estimates causes line
overloading. Equivalent limits are assigned by the QP algorithm with direct
subgroup elimination using ATC.
Table 3.6 compares line loading between the full case and the reduced case
when solved for power flow. The reduced case with lower limits has one
additional line overloaded compared to the full case. This line is one of the
equivalent lines with non-exact solution cases. However, this line becomes
not overloaded when the reduced case is assigned with upper limits. This
is because overestimate in the QP algorithm guarantees that the transfer
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Table 3.5: Loading status of equivalent lines with non-exact limits assigned
by QP using ATC in IEEE 118-bus system
From
bus
To
bus
Under estimates Best estimates Over estimates
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
Limit
(MVA)
Loading
(%)
49 54 23.7 57.4 24.5 55.6 25.4 53.6
77 80 22.6 27.2 28.3 21.7 35.2 17.4
77 85 48.1 48.3 52.0 44.7 54.9 42.3
77 94 30.3 35.4 37.9 28.3 47.2 22.7
80 85 21.1 37.3 22.8 34.5 24.1 32.7
80 94 52.5 56.3 56.7 52.1 59.9 49.3
85 94 21.9 38.1 23.6 35.3 25.0 33.4
capability of the reduced system does not exceed that of the full system.
Even though equivalent line limits calculated with ATC have the operating
point embedded in them, it may be more suitable with some applications,
especially anything that requires line limits and non-overloaded lines in the
reduced system.
Table 3.6: Comparison between the full 118-bus system and the reduced
62-bus system for line loading when QP is applied with ATC
From To CID Limit (MVA) Loading (%)
Full system 8 30 1 100 117.1
Eq. system
8 30 1 100 122.1
w/ underestimate 80 85 99 4.7 166.5
Eq. system
8 30 1 100 122.1
w/ overestimate 80 85 99 7.9 33.1
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3.7 Computational Aspects
The worst case complexity for the direct calculation after eliminating buses
in a subgroup is the same as sequential calculation for the final single bus
elimination of the subgroup. This is because the numbers of bus pairs in
W and L˜ are the same regardless of C = εk or C = {last bus to be elim-
inated from εk} for direct and sequential calculations, respectively. In the
QP formulation, it may have to solve |W||L˜| QPs, which can be too many if
external buses have many connections with internal buses. For example, the
Max-Hungarian method takes about 16 s to calculate equivalent line limits
of the reduced IEEE 118-bus system with subgroup calculation while the QP
algorithm takes about 156 s to do it. However, this algorithm is meant to
be used in off-line calculations. Also, parallel processing can speed up the
computation of solving QPs with subgroup elimination. When maximal ad-
jacent external buses are grouped, QP can be performed for each subgroup
as they are mutually independent of each other. However, the equivalent
lines that are created between the boundary buses of subgroups can overlap.
Therefore, from the perspective of coding subgroup elimination, equivalent
lines are monitored if there is an equivalent line already existing from another
subgroup elimination. For those cases, the parallel combination presented in
Section 2.2.2 can be applied to combine the equivalent lines if necessary.
A possible issue is having too many first neighbor buses, i.e., |S| = σ.
Increase in σ from 3 to 4 results in the increase in |W| and |L˜| from (3
2
)
= 3
to
(
4
2
)
= 6. This causes the increase in the number of post-elimination PTDF
calculations from 32 = 9 to 62 = 36 and the number of QPs to solve from
33 = 27 to 66 = 46656. These numbers seem intimidating, but the calculation
is feasible with the clever selection of external buses using experience and
heuristics. One strategy is to select subgroups that have fewer than five
neighbor buses. From a practical perspective, it may not be desirable to
eliminate buses or a group of buses that have many connections to the rest
of the system, especially when making equivalents. This may not always be
possible based on applications, but engineering insights will be valuable in
selecting external buses. Dropping high-impedance lines may be useful. An
admittance magnitude between 2 p.u. and 3 p.u. is a typical value used in
the industry. In this case, high-impedance lines from L˜ will just be dropped.
If all equivalent lines from a bus are dropped, then all transfers including that
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bus can also be ignored from W . The formulation of QP can be adjusted
accordingly.
As a heuristic, the external system should be determined in a way to avoid
eliminating transmission lines that carry a relatively large power flow and
even frequently congested lines. Otherwise, a lot of power transfers in the
external system should be moved into the internal system, which can cause an
equivalent that can have different results when it is reloaded after assigning
equivalent line limits.
3.8 Conclusion
Quadratic program is developed based on the Max-Hungarian method. The
algorithm was explained with a small case system and was applied to a larger
system using both TTC and ATC. From the simulation, QP performs better
than the Max-Hungarian in terms of retaining the transfer capability of the
full system in the reduced system for non-exact solution cases. Furthermore,
best estimate, which was not offered by the Max-Hungarian method, of the
QP algorithm can provide the most accurate limits of all estimates. Subgroup
elimination is also introduced to improve simulation efficiency. With the
subgroup elimination, there is no dependency on bus elimination order, which
is desirable. Therefore, when a full system is given with the external buses
to be eliminated, those external buses are grouped together before QP is
performed as a preprocess. As the QP algorithm is formulated to find the
minimum mismatch values of transfer capability, it improves accuracy, but it
is traded off with longer simulation time. As the number of boundary buses
of a bus or a group of buses to eliminate increases, computational burden
significantly increases. This may have to be addressed with a smart way of
choosing external buses. In addition, another way of handling this should
be developed in the future as it may be inevitable to avoid not eliminating
certain buses.
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CHAPTER 4
TOP-DOWN APPROACH
4.1 Background and Motivation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, defining the internal and external systems is
application dependent. Generally, however, the internal system is electrically
distant from the external system and to buffer the system of interest from
injection errors and fictitious branch approximations at boundary buses, the
system of interest is typically a fraction of the internal system as shown in
Figure 4.1.
System of 
interest
Internal system
Boundary buses
External system
Figure 4.1: Conventional perspective on equivalents
Generation planning these days considers gas emission regulations and
generator availability in their long-term investment analysis [20, 21]. This
type of research requires a different perspective of equivalencing from those
in the past. The structure of an equivalent system is a backbone type in
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which internal buses are spread out across the entire system and external
buses are electrically/geographically close to internal buses as illustrated in
Figure 4.2.
External system
IB
IB: Internal bus
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
Figure 4.2: Backbone-type equivalent
In this condition, the area of interest is most likely the same as the inter-
nal system and the approximation of equivalent lines and power injections at
boundary buses has bigger impact on the solution of the reduced system as
it has no buffer to mitigate the potential approximation errors at boundary
buses. Also, a lot of transfer capability of the system belongs to the equiv-
alenced area. Therefore, the equivalent line limits have more significance in
this type of equivalent. Furthermore, all the generators in the system need
to be retained as an individual unit to be used in the studies of investment
and gas regulation. To tackle these conditions, a method to create a back-
bone type equivalent with all the generators remaining intact for large scale
systems is required.
The fundamental idea of calculating equivalent line limits has been de-
scribed in Chapter 2. PTDFs, TTCs, and ATCs were used to obtain equiva-
lent line limits along the series of sequential single bus eliminations or direct
subgroup eliminations. Its method with the discrete nature could provide
meaningful upper and lower bounds on equivalent line limits. The Quad-
ratic program was built on the Max-Hungarian method and presented the
quadratic program of continuous nature with direct sub-group eliminations.
It is more accurate than the Max-Hungarian method in terms of matching
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transfer capabilities between the pre- and post- reduction system and could
assign under-, best and overestimates for equivalent line limits.
Both methods use a bottom-up approach that starts from the bus-level
and proceeds upwards. With this approach, computational expense could
soar as the number of first neighbor buses of a bus or a subgroup increases,
especially in large systems. To address this problem, a computationally more
efficient method needs to be developed.
4.2 Main Algorithm
In order to satisfy all the aforementioned requirements, this section presents a
very efficient way to make an equivalent system that preserves the structural
integrity and line limits of the full system. The proposed method consists
of two main parts. The first one is to create an equivalent system from
the original system without equivalent line limits. This part shapes the
structure of the equivalent system. Equipment at external buses is moved to
internal buses before eliminating the external buses, and admittance values
of equivalent lines are assigned when the external buses are equivalenced.
The other part is to calculate limits of equivalent lines and assign them in
the equivalent system developed in the previous part. In contrast to the
algorithms presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, this method is called a
top-down approach since it makes an equivalent system from the system-level
and proceeds downwards.
4.2.1 Creation of equivalent networks
In order to make a backbone-type equivalent without breaking up generator
and load injections in the external system, the REI equivalent is modified and
applied [3]. Given a set of buses to be eliminated, a bus grouping criterion
has to be determined. Substations are used for grouping buses in this section
to retain the structure of the entire EI system. Buses in each substation
are grouped together and the bus with the highest nominal voltage in each
substation is designated as the REI bus. Other selection criteria can be used
for grouping buses since equivalencing is application dependent by nature.
Figure 4.3 shows the idea of grouping buses within substations to be used in
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this section.
Figure 4.3: Equivalent system (right) created from original system (left) by
grouping buses within substation
While the original REI method attaches a composite injection of all the
generator and load injections to the REI bus in each group, the proposed
method in this section just moves all the equipment such as generators, loads
and switched shunts to the REI bus in each substation. The moved equip-
ment can be combined with similar types if desired. If there is a DC line
between substations, it is moved from external buses to the REI bus in both
substations so its new location is between the retained buses in the two sub-
stations. Only the REI buses are retained and all the other unloaded external
buses are eliminated using Kron reduction [2]. Finally, equivalent lines with
more than desired impedance are discarded. It is worth noting that a too
small threshold for deleting high-impedance lines may be a reason for an
unsolvable equivalent since the power losses that those lines take up are also
ignored. Even though there is certainly more computational advantage with
fewer equivalent lines to consider, the gap in losses between the original case
and the equivalent case also increases. One merit of this method is that it
does not embed operating points even with the loaded system as external
buses become unloaded before they get equivalenced.
The input requirements for this part are the original case and the grouping
assignment. The full system should have all the information of line param-
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eters and limits, amount of power injection and its location, and so on that
is required to solve the case. Substations are used for grouping buses in this
section specifically to maintain geographical integrity of the entire EI case,
but any kind of grouping could be used. If some of the substations are lo-
cated closely enough, they can be grouped together as substations Charlie
and Delta forms one bus in the equivalent system in Fig. 4.3.
4.2.2 Assignment of equivalent line limits
The idea of assigning equivalent line limits by matching TTCs based on
PTDF values is introduced in [43] and [44], but the proposed calculation
method in this chapter has a much simpler problem formulation and inex-
pensive computation. For each equivalent line between bus x and y in the
equivalent system, the TTC value for transaction w from bus x to bus y, Pw,
is calculated with (1.10) using the original system. Here, only the lines that
are eliminated during construction of the equivalent system are considered
for the TTC calculation. Now, the PTDF value for transaction w between
bus x and bus y on the equivalent line l between buses x and y, φ˜wl , is calcu-
lated in the equivalent system. Finally, the limit of the equivalent line (x,y)
is assigned as
F˜l = P
w × φ˜wl (4.1)
With this approach, there is no constraint of the number of first neighbor
buses getting too big as the computation is proportional to the number of
equivalent lines. Another advantage of this method is that the TTC for each
transaction exactly matches between the full case and the reduced case when
the same bus pairs of transaction are the binding constraint for the TTC
values in the equivalent case. The model created here for the EI case is a
backbone-type equivalent. Specifically for this type, each branch would nor-
mally be electrically distant. Thus, it is likely to happen that a transaction
between any two directly connected buses ought to be limited by the branch
across the same two buses.
Power flow of the equivalent system can be solved whenever one substation
is collapsed to a retained bus to ensure the solution. However, creating equiv-
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alents that involve moving load to boundary buses may cause an unsolvable
equivalent in which there is no power flow solution [45, 46]. Heuristics and
engineering insights can be used to solve the case if needed. Required in-
puts for this limit calculation part are one original case for calculating TTC
values, a backbone type equivalent system created based on the procedure
introduced in Section 4.2.1, and mapping of bus numbers from the equivalent
case to the original case.
4.3 Application to Eastern Interconnection Case
4.3.1 Simulation conditions
The proposed method is applied to the EI case. There are about 63,000
buses, 77,000 branches, 8,300 generators, 36,000 loads, 5,700 switched shunts,
and 27,000 substations in the Eastern Interconnection. All the component
numbers only include those in service. The branches include transmission
lines as well as transformers, which are represented with their admittance
and limit, just like lines. All the branches are subject to be equivalenced.
The total generation is 678,347 MW, the total load is 661,007 MW, the total
amount of shunts is 124 MW, and 17,216 MW of losses exist in the system
based on 2012 summer peak. It has nine islands in the original case and
the main island has about 96% of buses, 95% of MW generation and 96% of
MW load of the entire system. Figure 4.4 shows the one-line diagram of the
original EI case only showing lines more than 200 kV.
Every bus in the system belongs to a substation in the EI case. There-
fore, the total number of buses in the equivalent is identical to the number
of substations in the original, including about 14,000 substations with only
one bus in it. The buses in those substations do not go through the proce-
dure of creation of equivalent in Section 4.2.1. All nine islands are kept in
the equivalent system here, but some or all of them—except for the main
islands—can be removed based on application as they take up a small por-
tion. To perform equivalencing, a Simulator Automation Server (SimAuto) is
used to control the PowerWorld Simulator from MATLAB to avoid memory
issues of MATLAB caused by the amount of data in the EI case.
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Figure 4.4: Original EI system to be equivalenced
4.3.2 Analysis of the equivalent
An equivalent system with equivalent line limits is created from the original
EI system. Table 4.1 compares the numbers of components and total amount
of generation and load between the reduced system and the full system. The
numbers include components and injections in service only. Detailed analysis
of the results is in the following sections.
Accuracy vs. computational efficiency
The number of buses is reduced to 27,555, and 41,530 equivalent lines are
created. The threshold impedance value for removing high-impedance equiv-
alent lines was set to 2.5 p.u. As shown in Table 4.1, about 2 percent of the
total generation in the original case is decreased due to the high-impedance
lines lost during the equivalencing. When the threshold impedance was in-
creased to 10 p.u. to have higher fidelity of simulation results of the origi-
nal system, there was only 0.1% of the total generation reduction from the
original case. However, the number of equivalent lines increased to 58,848
resulting in much more computation. Since 2% of total generation reduction
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Table 4.1: Comparison between the original case and the equivalent case
Original
case
Equivalent case | Org. - Eq. |
Number of buses 62,149 27,555 34,594
Number of
branches
77,343
60,007
(retained:
18,477,
equivalent:
41,530)
17,336
Number of
branches with
infinity limit
5,061
403
(equivalent:
12)
4,658
Number of
overloaded
original branches
142 304 162
Average % of
original branch
overloading
122.5 146.5 24.0
Generation 678,347 MW 664,608 MW 13,739 MW
Load 661,007 MW 660,475 MW 532 MW
is insufficient to cause any serious issues, whereas the increased number of
line limits to calculate is about 42%, 2.5 p.u. is the better threshold for the
EI case.
There is another setting that controls the accuracy and the computa-
tional efficiency. When calculating TTC values in the original case, not
all of the lines should be considered for each transaction. For a backbone
type equivalent, it is reasonable to assume that a transaction between any
two directly connected buses ought to be limited by the branches with the
higher PTDF values. Lines with smaller PTDF values carry a proportionally
smaller amount of the transaction, and lines with a sufficiently low PTDF
would unlikely be the binding constraint. Multiple candidate thresholds were
considered in the simulation: 1%, 2%, 5% and 10%. As the threshold value
increases, especially beyond 5%, the algorithm excludes the binding line for
TTC calculation, more often resulting in less accurate results. On the other
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hand, if the threshold decreases, especially under 2%, the algorithm has to
include hundreds to thousands of lines in every TTC calculation. Any thresh-
old value between 2% and 5% does not make a big difference; the user can
choose between accuracy and efficiency. Here, 5% was selected since simula-
tions could run faster while the calculated TTC values were almost the same
as those with the threshold of 2%. By doing this, the number of lines to
consider for each TTC calculation is reduced from the total lines of the case
(order of 104) to an average of about ten.
Lines with infinity limit
One issue in applying this algorithm is that there are lines in the original
case with limits of 0 MVA (indicating that no limit should be enforced).
When calculating equivalent line limits in the simulation, these values are
replaced with a large limit arbitrarily set to 9,999 MVA. A consequence is
that during the algorithm some of the created equivalent lines have limits
larger than this value. There are two causes for this. The first is when there
is a parallel combination of 9,999 MVA limit lines. However, such lines do
not matter since there are other lines around them that will limit the flow
when calculating TTCs. The second cause is that for these higher limits
sometimes there are PTDF values that exceed 100%. This is possible when
there are lines with negative reactances; the original EI case has about 1,400
of those lines. In order to avoid extremely large values, an approach would
be to set the limit to be no more than the maximum power transfer for the
line. This value is obtained with voltages on both ends of the line, impedance
of the line, and maximum voltage angle difference between the voltages of
both ends being 90°.
Power flow and line loading
The DC power flow was solved for both the equivalent system and the orig-
inal system to compare the line loading conditions. It was found that more
retained lines in the equivalent case are loaded above their limits compared
to the original case. This is due to moving all the equipment at the external
buses to the internal bus in each substation. By doing this, the line flows in
the equivalent system may not be the same as in the original system. The
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classical Ward equivalent breaks up the bus injections in the external system
into fractions and attaches them to boundary buses to keep the same amount
of power flow on the retained lines as those in the original case. In order to
keep the exact active power flows on the retained lines, the inverse power flow
method could be useful, which breaks up loads to boundary buses according
to the integrally moved generators [19–23].
TTC matching
According to the way the problem is formulated and line limits are calculated,
the TTC for the transactions for all pairs of buses consisting of equivalent
lines will exactly match with the value for the same transaction in the origi-
nal case when the equivalent line is the binding constraint for the TTC in the
equivalent system. However, to better validate the method the TTC match-
ing for arbitrary bus pairs also should be evaluated. While the number of
arbitrary buses pairs is quite large, results for a small representative set are
presented in Table 4.2. There are four cases of calculating the TTC for the
bus pairs that are directly connected with an equivalent line and another
four cases for the TTC for the bus pairs with four substations in between.
The error value for each transaction w in Table 4.2 is calculated as
|Errorw| = |P
w
org − Pweq|
Pworg
(4.2)
While some results are quite low (or zero), for a few others the error
values for the TTC matching between the original and the equivalent are
quite high. One of the reasons for this is the PTDF values being either
too small or too big due to the negative reactance on lines. For example,
transaction B in Table 4.2 has equivalent line (a,b) as a binding constraint for
its TTC in the equivalent. The TTC for transaction (a,b) in the original case
is 636.7 MW, but the PTDF value on equivalent line (a,b) for transaction
(a,b) in the equivalent case is only 0.0008 p.u. producing the equivalent line
limit of only 636.7 0.0004 = 0.25 MVA. This is because 12 out of 18 lines
connected to bus a in the equivalent case have negative reactance and this
caused the equivalent line a-b to have a very small PTDF for transaction
(a,b) even with a rather small impedance value of 0.04562+j0.00616. When
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Table 4.2: TTC matching between the original and the equivalent
w
Number of
substations
in between
Porg (MW) Peq (MW)
| Error |
(%)
A (500 kV -
500 kV)
0 1135.4 1135.4 0.0
B (765 kV -
765 kV)
0 4425.5 7.8 99.8
C (765 kV -
345 kV)
0 4090.1 2659.4 35.0
D (500 kV -
345 kV)
0 2543.1 2543.5 0.0
E (500 kV -
161 kV)
4 712.5 587.9 17.5
F (500 kV -
230 kV)
4 3567.0 1709.0 52.1
G (500 kV -
500 kV)
4 9734.8 4294.5 55.9
H (345 kV -
115 kV)
4 918.5 917.6 0.1
this 0.25 MVA line limit is multiplied with 0.064 p.u. of the PTDF value
on equivalent line (a,b) for transaction B in the equivalent case, the TTC in
the equivalent system becomes 3.9 MW. Numerical experiments showed that
the transactions that involve equivalent line a-b have very high error values.
These big TTC mismatches can occur in situations where a transaction has
to consider lines with extreme PTDF values.
The other reason for the errors is the fact that the line limits are not
redistributed the way the equivalent parameters are calculated in the Kron
reduction. Also, the way the problem is formulated and the limits are calcu-
lated affects the results. The approach presented in this chapter matches the
TTC values between the equivalent system and the original system if a trans-
action between two buses has the same two buses as the binding constraint
for its TTC calculation such as transaction A and D in Table 4.2.
The average TTC mismatch error with this top-down approach for all pairs
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of buses of equivalent lines in the reduced EI case is only 3.8%. This value
is obtained after performing wye-delta conversion and excluding the virtual
999 kV buses from the internal system.
4.4 Compensating for High-Impedance Line Drop
One of the tricks used to reduce computation for all the example cases was
dropping high-impedance equivalent lines which are the product of a series
of bus eliminations with Kron reduction. Typically, these high-impedance
lines carry little power. However, just dropping these lines will change flows
on other lines as the power transfers have to be rerouted. Also, the power
losses on those lines will be missed in the equivalent system. Even though
this will not affect the calculation of the line limits in an unloaded network,
it will result in inaccuracy when the network is reloaded, especially when
there are many of these lines. Therefore, compensating for high-impedance
lines will contribute to make equivalents to have results closer to those from
the original system. Moreover, this is applicable not only for LPEs, but also
for all the equivalencing methods for large systems with a large portion of
the external system.
4.4.1 Problem formulation
The goal of an algorithm is to modify the impedances of some of the equiv-
alent lines, which are not removed due to its impedance being too high, to
compensate for the loss of high-impedance lines to maintain flows of the re-
tained original lines as much as possible. Dropping a high-impedance equiv-
alent line is identical to just opening it. Hence, the impact can be given
by the line’s line outage distribution factor (LODF) vector. However, the
LODFs also apply partially for changes in the susceptance of a line. If a
line’s susceptance were halved (by doubling its reactance), the impact would
be a portion of the full LODF.
Consider an original system with L + 1 lines and line k is to be dropped
to make a new system with L lines in L. Let fwl denote the flow on line l for
transaction w. The LODF vector for outage of line k is calculated as
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dkl =
φwkl
1− φwkk
, l ∈ L (4.3)
The objective is to cancel out the impact of taking out line k from the
original system by changing the flow on retained lines in the new system
back to their original flows as much as possible. One way to achieve this is
by modifying retained lines impedance values in the new system such that
the sum of the change in flow on retained lines in the new system matches
the negative change in flow on the same lines due to opening line k in the
original system. This can be formulated as Ax = b as in
∆f 11,new ∆f
2
1,new · · · ∆fL1,new
∆f 12,new ∆f
2
2,new · · · ∆fL2,new
...
...
. . .
...
∆f 1L,new ∆f
2
L,new · · · ∆fLL,new


x1
x2
...
xL
 = −

∆fk1,org
∆fk2,org
...
∆fkL,org
 (4.4)
Matrix A is other lines’ LODF scaled by each line flow in the new system.
Entries in each column are basically the flow change due to the change of
impedance in each line in the new system. Vector b is the LODF of line k
scaled by its flow, which is the change in flow on other lines due to opening
line k in the original system. Vector x indicates the fraction of the full LODF
of each line that should be in the new system.
4.4.2 Application to 7-bus system
In the simplest case, one line is dropped and all other line impedances are
modified; then the solution comes from solving Ax = b. Figure 4.5 shows
the change in line flows due to opening line (2,5) in a 7-bus system with 11
lines. The system is lossless where all the lines have only a reactance.
Equation (4.4) for the 7-bus system is obtained as
−93.8 66.3 −19.9 · · · −3.2
93.8 −66.3 19.9 · · · 3.2
−44.3 31.3 −57.1 · · · 5.4
...
...
...
. . .
...
−6.8 4.8 5.1 · · · −43.6


x1
x2
x3
...
x11

=

−1.6
1.6
2.76
...
5.26

(4.5)
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Figure 4.5: Line flow change in 7-bus system due to opening line (2,5)
Matrix A is often under-determined because of parallel lines and radial
connectivity of lines. In this case, the pseudo inverse has to be solved which
can be done with singular value decomposition (SVD). Let A = UΣV T ; then
x can be solved as
x = V Σ−1UTb =

−0.0057
0.0040
0.0137
...
0.0028

(4.6)
x is the change in each line flow which could be represented with PTDF
of each line transaction. However, there is no unique solution from PTDF
to B matrix and hence to the reactance values. PTDFs are obtained by the
connectivity of a network and the ratio between line impedances so they do
not change if all the reactance values are scaled by the same amount. Only
their relative sizes can be obtained. One of methods to solve this is to let x
be the change in reactance of lines such that the new reactance values, R˜,
can be calculated from the original reactance values, R, as follows:
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R˜ = R× (1 + x) =

0.0597
0.2410
0.1825
...
0.2407

(4.7)
Line flows are dependent on each reactance value and the network struc-
ture. Also, change in reactances does not result in the same amount of
change in line flows. This means that x in (4.6) tells the direction and an
approximate amount of change. Therefore, the new reactance from (4.4) can
be iteratively solved as long as the error keeps decreasing. The error can be
defined as the root sum of squares of difference in line flows between the new
system and the original system. b is constant and A can be recalculated
with the new line flows from the new reactance values. After that, x can be
updated. In this 7-bus example, the error goes back up from the 4th iteration
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Comparison between the original case and the equivalent case
Org. New 1st iter. 2nd iter. 3rd iter. 4th iter.
Line 1 95.49 93.84 94.07 94.29 94.52 94.76
Line 2 64.64 66.29 66.07 65.84 65.61 65.37
Line 3 54.35 57.11 56.49 55.88 55.28 54.68
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Line 11 38.37 43.63 43.34 43.05 42.75 42.44
Error N/A 19.59 19.09 18.81 18.75 18.93
This method can be applied for multiple line drops, and one can choose
which retained line reactance values should be included.
4.5 Discussion
Computation of the top-down approach proposed in this chapter is propor-
tional to the number of equivalent lines. As aforementioned, computational
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efficiency can be traded off with accuracy by changing the impedance thresh-
old for discarding equivalent lines during creation of the equivalent or by
adjusting the PTDF threshold in calculating transfer capabilities. Moreover,
the size of the equivalent system could be reduced if a different bus selec-
tion criterion was used. Since the purpose of the method was to preserve the
structural integrity of the entire system, substation grouping was used in this
chapter, but any other given set of buses could be eliminated along with the
proposed algorithm. Furthermore, if somebody created an equivalent case
based on any equivalencing method, the proposed method can assign limits
to equivalent lines regardless of grouping method if the original case and the
reduced case are provided.
The high errors in TTC matching in Table 4.2 are caused by negative
reactance lines. Negative reactance lines can cause PTDFs to have values
above 100%, which was not assumed in the calculation of line limits as stated
in (1.8) and (1.11). Therefore, the existence of those lines can cause inac-
curate line limits which can cause errors in meeting TTCs between the full
system and the reduced system and line overloading. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the impact of negative reactance lines in the 4-bus system from Chapter 2.
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j0.06
j0.10-j0.08
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Figure 4.6: Impact of negative reactance line on PTDF
The reactance on line (2,3) is changed from 0.08 to negative 0.08 and the
PTDFs are calculated for a transfer from bus 2 to bus 3. PTDF on line (2,3) is
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changed from 68% to 191%. The full EI case has about 1,400 branches with
a negative reactance. Negative reactances can occur on branches in series
compensated lines, but the net line reactance may still be positive in the EI
case. Eleven negative lines are from the already existing equivalent lines in
the case and most of the other lines are from the modeling of three-winding
transformers. All the transformers are wye connected, and thus wye-delta
conversion is performed to get rid of negative reactance lines. After the
conversion, the number of those lines is reduced to 87 and this decreased
the average overloading percentage from 303% to 148%. The rest of the
overloaded lines are due to the moved loads from the external system to the
internal system.
Some utilities use 999 kV for the star bus in three winding transformers
and others use 1 kV to indicate the star bus. Some of the TTC errors arise
due to these virtual buses selected as a study bus. By performing wye-delta
conversion, these virtual 999 kV star buses are also removed from the study
system.
Even though the top-down approach calculates “best” estimates, over-
and underestimates for the EI case can be obtained with another method
presented. In small cases, the top-down approach provides similar or the
same limit values as the underestimates from the Max-Hungarian method.
Thus, the limits from the top-down approach can be used as underestimates.
Overestimates can be calculated with the Max-Hungarian method. Incorpo-
rating subgroup elimination presented in Chapter 3 can speed up the com-
putation. External buses of the EI case are divided into 2388 subgroups,
and the biggest subgroup has 43,351 buses and 1,414 first neighbor buses.
As aforementioned, the best estimates have only 3.8% of average TTC mis-
match for all equivalent lines after getting rid of the impacts from negative
reactance lines. The overestimates of the EI case have 34% higher average
equivalent line limits than the best estimates. The overestimates also have
higher average TTC mismatch of 32%. Both the top-down approach and the
Max-Hungarian method can be applied to any other large system for best
estimates and underestimates, respectively.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation provides three algorithms that assign limits to equivalent
lines: Max-Hungarian method, Quadratic program, and top-down approach.
All of them use the same criterion of meeting bus-to-bus transfer capabil-
ity between the full system and the reduced case. TTC or ATC is used as
the transfer capability to retain in the reduced system. TTC is used for
unloaded network and hence the algorithms become operating point inde-
pendent, which is desirable in general cases. However, when there is a large
amount of bus injection from the external area to the internal area during
an equivalencing process, it may cause unsolvability of power flow in the re-
duced system. Also, for applications involving OPFs and SCOPPFs, it is
imperative to consider operating point in assigning line limits anyway. This
issue can be addressed with the proposed LPE algorithms using ATC. In
this case, it is inevitable that the calculated equivalent line limits are de-
pendent on bus injections and existing transmission commitment. However,
applications of equivalents that need to solve the case for power flow will be
operating point dependent anyway; thus, using ATC in the LPE algorithms
can be justified. An important difference between using ATC and TTC is
that ATC calculations are dependent on direction of transactions while TTC
calculations are independent of them.
All three LPE algorithms are based on Kron reduction and PTDFs in cal-
culating equivalent line limits and can match the transfer capability of the
full system with that of the reduced system in exact solution cases. For
non-exact solution cases, the three algorithms take different approaches with
advantages and disadvantages. The Max-Hungarian method is a discrete
combinatorial problem that can provide upper and lower limits by minimiz-
ing the sum of transfer capability mismatches. However, the gap between
the upper and lower limits can be too large; thus, this method is useful for
a small system where there are few non-exact solution cases. The Quadratic
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program, which is a continuous optimization problem, offers upper, best and
lower limits by minimizing the sum of the square of normalized transfer ca-
pability mismatches. The best estimate from the Quadratic program is the
best of all three algorithms in term of minimizing the transfer capability mis-
match. However, this method can be computationally the most burdensome
of the three with a high number of first neighbor buses. The Max-Hungarian
method is faster than the Quadratic program, but the accuracy of equivalent
line limits in terms of meeting transfer capability is better with the Quad-
ratic program. Even though these two algorithms can bind equivalent limits
with over- and underestimate for non-exact solution cases, the computation
increases drastically. The top-down approach offers only the best limit for
non-exact solution cases, but it is the most efficient in terms of computation
as the computation is proportional to the number of first neighbor buses.
Therefore, it is more suitable for larger systems.
Table 5.1 compares simulation times for each estimate in all three algo-
rithms proposed in thie thesis. The simulation is run in Matlab, but the
necessary data is obatained from PowerWorld cases through Simauto func-
tion. There is a minimum amount of time required for data loading due to
communication time between PowerWorld simulator and Matlab, which is
about 14 s.
Table 5.1: Simulation time for each estimate in three algorithms
Algorithm Running time
Non-exact
4-bus
IEEE
118-bus
EI
Max-Hungarian
Data loading 14 s 15 s 129 s
Main code 0.1 s 1 s n/a
QP
Data loading 14 s 15 s 129 s
Main code 0.1 s 126 s n/a
Top-down
Data loading 14 s 15 s 129 s
Main code 0.1 s 1 s 1250 s
The computational burden with the Max-Hungarian method and the Quad-
ratic program has to be addressed in future work. There are a few possible
ways to improve the algorithms. When there are too many first neighbor
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buses to consider, not all of the equivalent line limits should be assigned.
A threshold can be set up to determine which equivalent line limits should
be calculated. Engineering heuristics and historical statistics can be used to
figure out “important” equivalent lines to be included for limit calculation.
Examples could be equivalent lines with a line flow or a nominal voltage
more than a threshold. With selective equivalent lines to consider, the size
of the Psi matrix can be dramatically decreased, which will make the algo-
rithms more viable to larger systems. Another future work can be applying
the reduced system with the limits assigned to match certain characteristics
of the full system such as locational marginal price. Since equivalent lines
have associated limits, power system studies that require line limits can be
performed. It would be interesting to see how much those attributes of the
full system are retained in the reduced system. The LPE algorithms may
be modified to improve the fidelity of the simulation results depending on
application.
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